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NEUROLOGY AND THE PREVENTION OF
INSANITY IN THE POOR.*

Hlv CAPBL MEYERS, M.D., M.u.S. (Lx.), L..C.P. (Los.).

Neirologist to St. Michael's Hospital, Toronto.

'R. PRESIDENT AND Fi ELLOw,-In a recent article on "The
Present Status of Neurology," by Dr. Joseph Collins, of New
York, lie states.that the progre.ss in neurology during the last
twenty years lias been so gratifying, that tu-day the correct
diagnosis of organie diseases of the nervous system is more
directly dependent upon the application of rules of scientifie
exactitude, than in any other departnment of internal medicine.
Despite this fact there is no denying that a renmarkable stagna-
tion in neurology has come about. This stagnation lie attributes
to the disappointnent of our expectations that the laboratory
worker, experimenter, and pathologist would contribute to the
elucidation of the origin and course of nervous disease, and also
to the fact that there are no signs tending to indicate that we
can look to themi for inuch helip in the future. As a inatter of
fact, lie says that the neurologist must look to hinself in the
interpretation of diseases of the nervous systen, and no longer
pin his faith to the physiologist or pathologist. In other words,
the advances of neurology must, in the future, be made on
clinical Unes and by clinical study.

It is not ny intention at present to even attenpt to discuss
the broad field of neurology, but rather to inake a few remarks
about a portion only of this field which, though of supreme
importance, has been comparatively little cultivated, of which

'Read before Toronto Clinical Society, April, 1905.
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Kraffc-Ebiig wrote, "It is astonishing that so little n tico has
hitherto been given in imedical literature,"and in which clinical
study nust form the chief reliance of the neurologist. I refer
to disease in that portion of the field of neurology which on the
one side is bounded by nervous health,and on the otier by that
boundary line after passing which it is termed insanity. This
disease bas been discussed both as neurastienia and as incipient
insanity. While personal!y, as I advocated in an earlier
paper, I believe a more correct designation for it would be
cerebrasthenia or that subdivision of neurastienia in which
mental symptoms predominate, the more frequent use of the
name, neurasthenia, by the piofession at present leads me to
employ this latter tern in these remnarks. The importance of
this branch C nervous disease is at once apparent when we
consider that its treatment comprises a practical prevention of
insanity, which would of itself alone be even a greater blessing
to nankind than the prevention of tuberculosis. Not only
from a humane' but also from an economnie point of view
is this important, for where the Government must pro-:îde for
the care of the poor in both these diseases, it has only to do so
for the tubercular for a limited time, while for the insane it
may be necessary for twenty or more years. Further, the loss
of use of the intellect of the individual to the world during the
period of insanity must be considered, as well as the fact that
recovery fromn this disease sometimes leaves a liability to recur-
rence, or impaired intellectual faculties, which prevent, to a
greater or less degree, the resumption of business or social life
to an extent previously enjoyed. That the acute, idiopathie
insanities (and it is to these only I here allude, and especially
to mania and melancliolia) can, in the large majority of cases,
be prevented by suitable treatment, when snch is undertaken,
sufficiently early, is now recognized by ail authorities; hence,
Uie importance of the study of this branch of neurology, as I
believe the cultivation of this field will yield a more al-.adant
harvest than any which have been reaped in this brauich of
medicine in the past, abundant as they un loubtedly have
been. Further, the ..nical study of these cases, which need
not depend on the laboratory worker or the pathologibt to the
same extent as heretofore, will give an impetus to neurology
which will produce even greater results than ha c been tttained
in the past.

One gra mfficulty has always been the lack of realiza-
tion of the serious nature of these cases. Kraepe;in, in his
last work, says, " that even in the mildest, forms of insanity,
(of whichî this disease is but the initial stage) the suffering is
greater than that of any other class of disease with whicl the
physician lias to deal." How often in every-day practice is a
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NEUROLOGY AND INSANITY. 237

patient, suffering fromi neurasthenia i'ho complains of psychic
pain, told, " Oh, it's nothing, only nerves," etc., etc. The reality
of the existence of tliese pains was strongly confirmed in my
mind by an incident which arose in the followincg manier: A
neurasthenic patient of mine was attacked with severe pains.
in his left shoulder during my absence in England somne years
ago. le consulted a surgeon, who carefully examined the
shoulder w mthout finding anay evidence of local disease, and told
the patient lie found no cause for his pain, that it would soon.
be better. This improvement, however, did not take place, and
the pain continued severe until my return. Some simple pre-
scription was given him and the pain soon ceased. A short
time afterwards lie had the nisfortune to fall and fracture his
fenumr, from which, while it was being put up, he evidently suf-
fered intensely. When the operation was over I asked him.-
which had caused himu more suiffering, the fractare or the pain
he ad had in his left shouk'er. He immediately replied the
pain in the shoulder, and I knew his character too well to.
doubt his statement for an instant.

Why are tiese symptomns of neurasthenia often treated so-
lightly ? I believe it is due to the fact that a hiatus in iedical
education lias alwavs existed in the donain of neurology under
consideration. The studenît. has excellent works on insanity
v etten on this disease after the boundary line has been passed,
but previous to this stage he has but little. A single chapter
on neurasthienia in the recent text-books of medicine, written
with about as much warith as neurasthenic patieits are
veicomed to tie w-rds of a general liospital, is probably all

the average student reads about it. As for clinleal instruction
this is scanty if not altogether absent. What then must be the
logical result? He g"es into geneoral practice where these
troubles are common without any definite knowledge of this
foi m of functional nervoos disease, gropes about in the dark for
a variable nunber of years, and finally grows to look upon
then as whinsical, chimerical, etc., gives up their study in
utter disappointment, or learus often by sad experience, both
to hiniself :nd his patient, how serious sonie of these troubles
are. iaving devoted ny entire attention' to neurology for
nearly fifteen years,:. branci of medic:ne of which these cases
of neurasthcnia form an important quot-i, and having had
exceptional opportunities during the past twelve years in a
private hospital, with the aid of a large staff of nurses, to-
study these patients, to observe the various phases of their
disease fromn day to day, to sec, in somne it is true, a gradual
intensity of thl.ir symptomns develop until the boundary line
was passed and they were transferred to the care of an alienist,
or in, I an plcased to say, a mucli greater number, to observe a.
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gradual abatemnent o their symptons and a return to a life of
usefulness, has not only confirmed the belief I had already
forned of their gravity, but also led nie to believe that by tlieir
early treAtment, insanity could be prevented, both of which
conclusions I lad the honor of laying before the Canadian
Medical Association in 1898. If I add that such patients have
frequently told nie that they ivould prefer to have either
pneumonia or typhoid fever to the disease fron which they
were suffèring, sone idea of the serious nature of these troubles
to such patients will readily be realized.

Before proceeding further I would like to say a few- words
about insanity, since it is on the field above mnentioned that the
neurologist and the alienis>t niost frequently neet in tlie
practice of tieir respective specialties. Altlhough insanity is
one of the oldest diseases of which we have any record, how.
little lias been donc to alleviate the suifer ing of the insane, until
the last fifty years. If any one interested in the hlistcory of
insanity were to visit the Asyluni of Sainte Anne in Paris,
he w-ould there sec illustrations of the nethods and con-
trivances with which the insane were treated in the early part
of the cighteenth century. The cruelty of these methods and
the torture of these contrivances, reminds one of nothing so
-strongly as of the Spanish Inquisition. Wlhen Pinel (one of the
.brightest minds of bis day) casi off the iron fetters froni the
insane at the Salpêtriere a little more than one hundred years
;ago, it was hailed as a great advance in the treatinent of thze
insane. This wise and hunane act is one of which. the wlhole
medical profession nay feel justly proud, especially as it was
oiving to this action that all mechanical restraint gradually
disappeared from asyluins. When, however, Tuke put into
practice the theory that lunacy is a bodily disease, lie
establisled a firai basis for the rational treatnent of the
insane, on which lias been built during the last century,
all the best renedial imeasures for the relief and cure of
.the nost serious affliction that can corne to man, and
thus earned the everlasting gratitude of countless ages yet
,unborn. Barbarous as seens to us the so-called treatnient of
the insane in the eighîtecnth century, there 1 still one grave
defect which exists to-day, and which, on account of its inus-
tice and cruelty, almost makes one wonder if one is not living
in the tmes before Pinel and niot in this century of ours. I
refer to the fact, that a poor man, however blameless his life,
nay be arrested, thrown into a common jail with the greatest

crininals of the countrv, and taken before a police iagistrate
like a connion felon. Why ? Simply because lie lias the
inisfortunie to be suffering from a disease of the brain. Had it
bcen a disease of tie liver, a mucli less important organ, an
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ambulance would have been sent for him, and he at once would
have been given a bed in one of the public liospitals. When.
one considers that in 1854 (only fifty years ago) there were
as inany insane poor in chains, in the State of New York,
as when Pinel removed the iron fetters in 1792, can one wonder
that distrust and suspicion should still exist in the minds of the
masses? In the light of these facts, is it astonishing that the
laity, without any adequate knowledge of the modern treat-
ment of insanity, should be prejudiced against asylumns, and
defer asylum treatment for a relative, until the last extreiity
is reached, when often, alas, it is too late ?

But it is to the better education of the medical student, and as
a necessary result, that of the futurc general practitioner, that I
would like to direct your attention. As is well known by all
examiners in imedicine, the graduating student lias a most imper-
feet knowledge of neurasthenia and insanity, a defect which is
the more striking when compared to his present knowledge of
disease of any other organ than the brain; as, for example, that
of the heart. Whv should this be so ? The medical superin-
tendents of asylums have, for imany years, donc all in their
power to disseminate a knowledge of insanity. One reason is
the belief on t.he part of the student, tbat there is a cham of
greater or less dimensions between the general practice of
medicine and the treatment of insanity, and the impression that
the latter must always be treated by an alienist and in an asy-
luni ; lence, no practical benefit will be derived from its ,sudy.
Another is that there is a lack of real.ization on the part of the
student that insaniLy is " brain disease wi th mental symîptoms."
Again, the situation of asylums is so frequently a long distance
froni the scene of the student's daily work, and the immense
number of patients and the intricate classification of insanity
tend rather, during bis occasional visits to the asyluin, to con-
fuse bis ideas and leave linm with an ill-defined knowledge of
the subject. But low about his instruction in those functional
nervous troubles w'hicl often, for a long period, precede in-
sanity, of. which Krafft-Ebing (wl.ose work as a neurologist
lent a great aid to lis success as an alienist), says in his last
work, "Seldom does insanity come like a thunderbolt from a
clear sky, much oftener its developient requires months aid
even years "? Naturally the student lias no such instruction in.
the asvlum since he can see there onily cases in wlich the,
boundary line of insanity lias been passed. As I bave already
said, his instructic n about them in the general lospitals is at
best but scanty, owing to the lack of clinical subjects. From
w'hat lias been said I hope I have maîde clear that the first step
in the prevention oz insanity must be taken by providing better
facilities for clinical instruction in functional nervous diseases,.
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for the niedical student-the future general practitioiier-.nclr
whose care such cases must iinevitably /i'rst come.

I£ lack of education is really the cause, the renedy at once be-
comes apparent, viz., to increase the facilities for the instrue-
tion and study of these diseases. How is this to be accorn-
plished ? For some years past three suggestions have been
before the medical· world : (1) To convert our asylums into
hospitals in the strict sense of the word, admitting cases of
neurasthenika wi thout certificate. (2) To establi sh psyehopathic
hospitals as separate institutions, and (3) to establish in con-
nection with the general hospitals one or more wards, or a
separate pavilion, in which the.se patients could be received. In
regard to the first, much as I should like to see in every asylum
a well equipped hospital for acute cases, and, firmly as I be-
lieve that the worthy effoirs of alienists will certainly be
rewarded in time. I (o not think this solution offers most
advantages for the initial step. Iow would such a hospital be
filled with such cases as we are discussing ? By voluntary
patients, without certification ? One can at once sec how inade-
-quate inust be the supply, if only on account of the prejudice
which now exists in regard to asylums. By cases from the
generaï profession ? But how is the general profession to recog-
nize the irgent need of treatment in these cas:es without
further opportunity for observation than has been given it in
the past ? Or, grantied that these hospitals were filled with a
sufficient number of these neurasthenic patients, would not the
distance at wiich asylums are so often placed form a tremen-
dous barrier to the average student, w'hose tirne is already so
fully occupied ? Moreover, that this ditance lias to be tra-
velled to sec only one class of disease is also au important
-consideration.

In regard to the establishment of psychopathic hospitals I
do not think the suggestion is at present the most useful or
practicable one for this country, as the initial expen-e alone,
*would deiay their construction for an indefinite number of years.

It is rather to the third suggestion above mentioned that I
think we must turn for an immediate and practical solution of
-the diffieulty, a solution which T advocated at the annual
meeting of the Ontario Medical Association in June hast, viz.,
the establishment of wards or a separate pavilion in connection
writh general hospitals, and especially at first, in connection
w'ith those genera hospitals vhere clinical instruction is con-
stant]y givîen. Has this plan been trie·l and with w]hat success ?
'To any who have not yet seen the report of the last annual
:mneeting of the Neurological Society of Great Britain and
Ireland, with the address by its president, Sir John Batty
Tuke, M.P.. which is devoted in part to this subject, I may say
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it will be found most interesting. He cites the experience of
Glasgow, which was the first city in the United Kingdoin to
-carry such a schene into effect. In 1890 one parish, the
Baruny, instituted what were ternied observation wards for the
reception of so-called "nervous cases." Notwithstanding that
the general arrantgemnents were not suitable froin a hospital
point of %iew, the results of the experiment were gencrally
saisfactory. Encouraged by these results a second stage of
the experinent took place in 1899 on a nucli larger scale, in
wards set apart for the purpose i, one of the ci"y hospitals.
Satisfied further witi these results, in June, 1904, wards vere
erected for the special purpose, a pavilion attached to one of
the general hospitals. Time forbids further details, in regard
to the successful results, whiclh have attended this experiment
to provide carly hospital treatnent for the poor suffering from
·this disease. I would like, lowever, to quote what ne says
about the value of these wards for clinical instruction: " Clinical
instruction in an asyhim was all very weil, but it was not worth
argument, to show the infinitely greater advantage that would
accrue to all students, were such wards open to then." This
institution in Glasgow is the only one of its kind in Great
Britain. In Gernany mnucih more has been accomplished. To
each of the twenty universities a psychiatric clinic lias been
attached, either in buildings, independent, a the neighborhood
of a general liospitail, or in wiards specially devoted to the
purpose. That of Heidelberg was established in 1878. Ail
allegled to be ientally unsound passed througlh these hospitals;
if the nature of the case deianded certification it, was passed
on to the asylum ; the rest consisting of early or nild cases of
insanity, neurastienia, the subljects of delirium due to fever, etc.
-ini fact, all such cases dcmanding observation and treatmnent -
were retained without certification and treated to a termination
without being reported to the State Office. These clinics were
on exactly the saine footing as the otier clinies. nedical and
surgical, existing in al] Gernian universities. Similar provision
has been made in the United States, especially aét Bellevue
Hospitai in _New York, and in Philadelphia; while France,
Austria, Italy and Switzerland have hikewise deionstrated the

efficacy of this pro:edure.
To establish sucli a ward in connection with a gêneral

hospital would have the important ad vantage that, as the finan-
mal outlay need not be large, it could the sooner be put into
active operation, a very miaterial consideration. With one or
more of sucli wards in operation the first object aimed at, viz.,
the alleviation of surering in the poor by proper hospital
treatient for their diF -ase, would be attained. In addition to
this, there would result at least the following:
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1. Better clinical instruction to the medical student. Ilere the
student could Le shown these cases in his daily round of work,
and be able to study these diseases of the brain just as lie
studies, in a neighboring ward, diseases of the heart or of the
lungs. He would learn to give the sanie attention to disease
in this one organ, as he now gives to disease in all the other
organs, and the importance of tie study - muld be brought
nome to him in a way which is at present impossible. He
would realize the importance of aetive treatment in these cases
and his responsibility in allowing these cases to pass over the
boundary line of insanity without advising adequate treatment.
The study of these cases in their early stages would also enable
him to recognize sucl conditions in private practice, and to
take such steps as may save a mmd froni destruction, a result
more desirable even than sa.ving the body.

2. A better knowledge of these diseases w'ould. resuit in tie
whole profession recognizing the necessity, for example, o?
hospitalization of asylumîs, and instead of the scanty nuiber of
specialists w'ho are now endeavoring to bring about this gocd
work, there would be a solid phalanx forned by the prolession
to the requests of which the governient would .e obliged to
accede-without delay.

3. To the nursing staff of a general hospital, instruction in
such wards would be a great boon, since, frequent as these
cases are in private practice, but littie opportunity to learn the
art of nursing them is affor'ded in a generai.lospital. As
Church, in his recent work on ervous Diseases, says in
regard to tic nursing of neurasthenia, "Any ainount of general
hospital training does not make a good nurse for this class of
patients," hence the importance of f arther experieixce in nursing
this form of disease.

4. By admitting patients into the wards of a general hospital
on the lines suggested above, in Germany, any acute case of
alleged insanity would at once be adinitted without a certificate,
on precisely the same conditions as though the patient were
suflring from any other disease than that of the brain, and by
this mneans the cruelty and injustice of taking these patients to
a jail would be abolished. Under these conditions recourse to
early treatment would be sought, since the prejudice against
asyluin treatment for a relative would be removed, and nuch
better results would necessarily follow. The stigna, in the minds
of the laity, of having been treated in an asylum would also be
obviated. Further, the treatment of these patients in a general
hospital, by the saine methods as ail other patients are treated
(due allowance being nade for the form of their disease), would
gradually lead to a more rational view of insanity in the ninds
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of the masses, and thus gradually overcome the prejudice
against asylums.

5. A large proportion of suicides would be prevented since
there is no doubt that many a sufferer from neurasthenia, who
has without avail long sought aid to relieve him of his disease,
lias ultimately given up in despair, and some additional grief
which in health would only have caused temporary depression,
lias under the circumnstances turned the scale. and another
suicide is added to the appalling list of those disasters pub-
lished daily in the newspapers.

Fron an econonie p)oint of view the prevention of insanity
in the poor merits the most careful attention of the State.
Statistics at present are necessarily scanty. The results of the
experimnent in Glasgow were as follows: Between 1899 and
June, 1904, 1,345 persons were admitted, of whomn 1,052 were
discharged recovered or relieved. Between June and Decemuber
of last year 260 persons were admitted, of whomn 3.55 were
discharged recovered or relieved. As a result of twelve vears'
experience in a private hospital for nervous diseases, provided
with ail necessary facilities for treatment, but to which cases of
insanity are not admîitted, the proportion of recoveries, in those
patients whose disease would, in ail probability, without treat-
ment have passed over the boundary line of insanity, has been
about 80 per cent. Granted, iowever, that insanity was pre-
vented in only 50 per cent. of the patients admitted into such
wards as I have suggested in a general hospital, what an excel-
lent investnent the cost of such wards would be to the Gov-
erunient. There is at present in one of our asylums, at least
one man, the cost of whose maintenince has already been paid
by the Governnent for more than fifty years. Had insanity
been prevented in this single instance, and to the mîoney thus
expended by the Governîment for his maintenance, be added
the value of his services as a wage-earner during this long
period, the aiount thus saved fron this one patient alone,
would more than suffice to build and properly equip a pavilion
in conrection with one general hospital. I shall not add
further details, but I hope sufficient lias been said to direct
attention to the urgent need for the early treatment of neuras-
thenia to prevent insanity in the poor, by means of well-
equipped wards in a general huospital, the accomplishment of
which will add another laurel to the profession which lias ever
made the relief of the suffering of the poor its first duty.

2ý43:.



TOXEMIA OF PREGNANCY.*

13Y KENNEnYV C. 3M1LwIRAITH1.
Associate in obstetrics, Iiver si y of Toronto.

The subject of eclampsia lias been so often deaIt wiLh, -Ind
there is so littie that is new to say about it, that I feel as though
some apology were due for introducing the subject.

Sir William Gowcrs, in writing on aphasia many years ago,used words which apply with equal force t > eclampsia to-day.
He says: " The subject abounids in difficulty, arising partly
fron its conplexity and partly froin the uncertainty due to a
<deficiency of facts, and the obscurity produced by a redundance
of theory." A complex subject, d2ficiency of facts, redundance of
theory-all tiis may be said of eclanpsia. I have notes drawn
fron an observation of twenty-three cases to lay before the
Society, and the hope of adding to the clinical knowledge of
the question forins ny apology. I shall not nov give con-
plete statistics of these cases, for the time at ny disposal is too
short, but shall refer to certain features whicli seemned of
special interest. Convulsions occurred in only nineteen of t heni,
and I have included the other four in order to cover that very
important part of the subject-prophylaxis.

It is, I think, a noteworthy fact that in every case .'ore pre-
monitory symptoms occurred, and the only deaths I have to
record occurred after these warnings had been neglected. The
prenonitory symptoms recorded in my notes are as follows:
Ileadache, edema, vertigo, drowsiness, ringing in the cars,
albuininuria, visual defects, high tension pulse, scanty urine,
severe epigastric pain, jaundice, hemorrhage fron the guins.
Of these the mnost frequently noted are: Elemna, 13 eases;
headache, 12 cases; albuininuria, 9 cases; higi tcnsion pulse
5 cases.

Ed-m«.--I think ederna is given a soimievi tt fictitious pro-
imence in comparison with the other symptons. It always

attracts the patient's attention, and is therefore ntearly always
recorded when present. Furthermore, it occurs very freqiî n tly
in primiparw as a pressure symipton, esp.'cially at the time the
head first engages in the brim. Produced in this way it does
not seem to point specially to danger of echunpsia. Finally,
some of those cases in which it was te inost prominent symp-
tom were not otherwise severe. Oune wiomni, for example, who
had generil anasarca, and an edema of the vulva so great that
the labia had to be punctured before the child could be delivered,
did not have convulsions. Still the presence of edenashould
always put us on our guard.

Hewlqche.-Prsistnt and severe headache, either frontal or

'Hcad at a rnceting of the Toronto Clinical Societ y.
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vertical, is a vcry important sign. In at lcast two of mny cases
.its incidence preceded the convulsions by onily an hour or two.
It would seen to be an urgent indication for treatment.

A l~bmimwia.-In speaking of this symptom, the necessary
miinperfections of this record nust be borne in mind. The

majorit-y of the wonen were hospital patients, brought in in
.con vulsions, the urine not having been examined pre-viously.
In only one case iii which the irine was examined shortly be-
fore convulsions set iii was it absent. It is probably a more
.frequent premoiinitory symptom than my record indicates, and
its prescnce should alwasys put us on our guard.

High Tension Pulse.-Grcat difticul.y in obliterating the
pulse at the wrist is a most important warning. In rec rding
-the earlier cases of this series I was not sufliciently alive to the
importance of this symptoim, or it mnigit have beq. more
frequently noted.

Latterly I have never found that n patient w'ho lias had one
,or more convulsions is out of danger while this condition
exists. The tension is nearly always lov inmediately afier a
co:andîlsion ; rises again and reaches a maximîum just before
another convulsion. Thedisappearance of thissymptomis u-ually
-coincident with the disappearance of al] other un favorable symp-
toms. This, however, is not always truc 'when the tension is
lowered by the administration of such reiedies as nîitro-
glycerine, or veratruin viride ; and, finally, in the most severe
.cases of all, the pulse was rapid and of low tension fron the
time the patient was first seen. This inay possibly be the ulti-
mate effect of the saine poison, which at first produces the high
tension.

Visi.al Defects.-Onily one of my patients suffered previous
to confinement, and slhe did not have convulsions. Her history
'is that she suflered froin " blurring of vision " in the right eye,
-headache, albuminuria and edema from about the third month.
The blurring and albuminuria improved under eliminiv'ive
treatmenet, but did not entirely disappear until about the third
mnontlh after delivery.

Severe Epigast-rie Pain.-This occurred in on, patient seen
in consultation in a private ward at the Burnside, November
27th,1902,quartipara. Her history was thiatup to about 2.30 p.m.
she was quite well. Telephoned to lier husband at that hour on
.a matter of business. At about 3 p.n. she was seized with a
severe pain in the abdomen. At 7 p.mn. she had a convu'sion.
Before 10 30 p.m. she had had two more. She had a fourth on
-entering the hospital at 10.40 p.m., at -wlich hour I saw lier.
She was then comatose, c rpea inseusitive, pupils contracted to
pin-point size. The pulse was feeble and rapid ; labor pains

vere present, and the os lir.er than a silver dollar. The dilata-
tion w'as coipleted under chloroform and a dead child delivered.
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She never rallied in the slightest degree, and died at 3 a.m.
The case was remarkable for the extreme coma, feeble pulse
and fatal result after only four convulsions. It has been stated
that cases in which epigastric pain occur are usually severe. In
this case I suspected cerebral henorrhage, but could not get an
autopsy.

I may add that when first seen by her physician she said
she had noticed edena of the legs and scanty urine for some
days.

Jaundice -This occurred an te-partum twice, and post-parttum-1
twice. It is of interest in connection with the hepatic theory
of origin of the disease.

Having thus briefly discussed the premonitory symptoins, I
pass on to consider their treatment. Two lines of treatment
were followed: Elimination by mneans of calomel and mag.
sulph. and normal salines; and the administration of imoiphia
or chloral when a convulsion seemed imminent. Glonoin wvas
given to lower pulse tension.

One patient was admitted to the Burnside at about the sixth
month of pregnancy. Her symptoms were leadache. vomiting,
bleeding from the gumns, sleeplessness, sea:nty, bloody, albumiîn-
ous urine, and high tension pulse. She wv'as purged with calomel
and mag. sulph. and given normal saline per rectum, one pint
every four hours. Morphia was given for the ieadache and
sleeplessness. Under this treatnent she improved wonder-
fully. 'lie urine increased in quantity, and the blood dis-
appeared froin it. AIl her other symptoms ameliorated.
Glonoin was given to reduce the pulse tension. She improved
so nuch that she refused to remain in bed, and then insisted
upon going home, when the treatment wras not continued. She
miscarried ; a convulsion occurred ; she developed a phIebitis,
whicl-involved both arms. In this condition she returned to
the Toronto General Hospital. She finally recovered. The
four patients in whomn no convulsions occurred were simlarly
treated, and that is possibly the reason that thicy escaped.

The eliminative treatmnent is calomel in i grain doses every
half hour tili three grains are given ; then mag. sulph. one
ounce of the saturated solution every hour till four are given,
or until the bowels inove freely. Treatment by saline purga-
tion can be kept up for weeks, e.g., Case 4. This girl had eight
convulsions, and was 1,hen purged more or less for fifLy-three
days, when labor came on, and she was delivered of a healthy
child.

Cuses which Excite Convulsions.-Any sort of external
stimulation may excite a convulsion 'in a patient who is in the-
celamptic state.

In Case 3 (post-partum) a convulsion was excited by pump-
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ing the brea.m. She was not finally cured until she was
isolated and kept absolutely quief.

In Case 11 a convulsion was precipitated by administration
of a dose of medicine.

In Case 23 it was brought on by the presence of students at
a lbor in a neighboring room.

And finally, it is quite the rule for a convulsion to cone on
while the patient is being moved from the ambulance to the
wardl.

rE.ATMENT.

Believing, as I do, that the pathokgical condition is one of
toxemia, I take it that elimination is the eurative treatment,
other measures being directed to the control of special symp-
toms. The treatnent that I have laid down for ny hospitl
cases is as follows;

1. If the Patient be Conscious.-Give calomel grs. 5 at once,
-washed down with saturated solution of niag. sulph. two
ounces. It takes too long to give divided doses when a con-
vulsion occurs. Tien anesthetise the patient and give an
injection of sterile normal saline, one pint beneath each breast,
and at the same time let the nurse give an enema, consisting of
mag. sulph. saturated solution, one ounce ; glycerine, two ounces:
water, three ounces; as high up in the bowel as possible.
Then as the patient comes out of the anesthetic, give a hypo-
derinie of morph. sulph. grs. ý. Then give alternately chloral
grs. 30 per rectum, and morph. sulph. grs. J hypodermically a.t
two-hour intervals, as seem to be required, for convulsions or
threatening symptoms. Not more than three grains of morphia
should be givren in twenty-four hours.

2. If the Patient be Uniconscious.-Same, except that the
iedicines cannot be given by the mouth. This is as far as the
treatment can be systemnatized, but varying conditions inay lad
one to vary the treatment in each case.

It has been noted on several occasions that the convulsions
ceased and the other symptoms disappeared before the bowels
started to move. This, I take it, is due to serum, and with it
toxin, having been withdrawn froin the general circulation into
the bowel, and remaining there owing to failure of peristalsis.
The glycerine enema usul]ly excites peristalsis.

In addition to morphine and chloral, veratrui viride proved
valuable. In one case of post-partun convulsions which would
not yielk to other measures, a hypodermic of 20 minims of the
fluid extract vas immediately effectual, and the patient recov-
ered without further convulsions. I would not use this rcmedy
at ail except where the pulse was full and of high tension, and
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I do not think I would use this heroic dose again. Injections
of 5 to 10 miuims t. i. d. is a. better method.

In a recent number of the Bri(ish Medical Journa, Dr.
Nicholson, of Edinburgh, strongly recominend- thyroid extract
as a neans of combating higli pulse tension. I shall give this
remedy a trial should occasion again arise.

If all these methods fail, delivery must be accomplished, and
if labor be present and the cervix taken up, it should always
be proceeded with.

In Case 23 labor was not present and the cervix'was not taken
up, yet I was able to dilate the cervix manually (Harris's
method) and deliver a living seven-months' child. The mother
wandered meitally for about a week, and lad two or three
post-partum convulsions, but ten days after delivery sie was
all right and able to sit-up.

In all cases we should remember that our patient may do well,
enough for a day or two without food, but water is absolutely
necessary. This should bc given by the bowel while she is
unconscious, and by the mouth-milk and water---when she can
drink.

A word niay be said about "controlling the convulsions with
chloroform.-" We must renembe r that a convulsion seldom.
lasts longer than five minutes. The first stage of it is tonic,
and during that stage w'hat the patient urgently needs is oxygen
-a remedy strongly reconnended by Stroganoff. To this
stage clonic convulsions and deep spasinodie respirations succeed.
In this stage the administration of chb roform deprives the
patient to certain extent of much-needed oxygen, and she is
moreover very apt to get too mueli chloroform. I have seen
two or three ineffectual attempts to " check "' convulsions in this
way. If a patient is having a series of convulsions, chloroform
may b given Lo break the series while eliminative measures
are being taken, but this should be its sole function. The pro-
longed administration of iL is exceedingly dangerous.

CONVALESCENCE.

After convulsions had ceased, fever developed in five cases,
mania in one, wandering intel'ect and delusions in one, and
hemiplegia in one.

With continued elimination and attention to the other points
of treatment I have mentioned, the first two recovered com-
pletely.

Hlemiplegia developed in a patient whose convulsions. came
on after delivery. The convulsions ceased on the third day
after delivery, and the hemiplegia developed on the fifth. It
involved the face, arm and leg of the right side. Speech was.
also affected. This was on July 2nd last. She has now recov-
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ered the use of ber tongue completely, and of her arin and leg
pretty Well.

My experience does not-bear out the often repeated statenent
that convulsions occurring post-partum are less serions t ban.
those occurring during pregnancy and labor. Two of the worst
cases in- my series were post-partum cases.

Resultls.-There were two deaths. One history I have already
given. In the other case the woinan's physician waos out of
town, and time was lost trying to get another. She began to.
have convulsions about 7 a.m., and, according to lier friends,.
kept on having them aIl morning, nothing being done. At
2 p.n. she was brought to the Burnside iii labor, profoundly
unconscious, pulse rapid and feeble. She was quickly delivered.
under full anesthesia, but never recovered consciousness, and
died at Il p.m.

Prognosis.-Profound coma, rapid feeble pulse, and pulse of
abnorinally high tension are of bad significance. When the
circulatory balance is weil naintained and consciousness is.
recovered in the intervals of the convulsions, recovery nay be
looked for when free elimination can be established, excepting;
always the danger of hemiplegia. This latter danger should.
always be nentioned in giving a prognosis. My experi-nce
would seeir to indicate that profound coma is of more serious
import than recurrence of convulsions when periods of con-
seiousness intervene.

In conclusion, let me enter a plea for the better care of preg-
nant wonen. In my priv'ate practice I explain to every woman
who engages me to attend lier what mny fee will be, and that
this vill cover ail ordinary consultations on the subject of her
pregnancy. I encourage ber to come to me at stated intervals
to "report progress " and bave lier urine exainined. This is in.
part the plan recommended by Cooke, of New York, and I think
that by its adoption I bave prevented some cases of eclampsia.

Most of the cases on which this paper is .based were froni
Professor Wright's clinie at the Burnside, where the treatient
by morphia and elimination has been followed for some years.
The rest were seen at St. Michael's Hospital and in consultation
pract ice.

Since the above paper wvas written I have seen several
eelanptic patients. I have tried thyroid extract in doses of
from 15 to 20 grains daily, and think that it has a vaso-dilating
effect, but have come to no. de6nite conclusion as to its.
usefulness. Two more of the ratients had'no albuminuria pre-
vious to the onset of convulmons, One post-partum patient.
died in a state of profound coma af ter two or three convulsions.
Five ninimns of croton oil failed to inove the bowels. Her temur.
perature just before' death was. 108.

54 Avenue Road.
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HOME TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBER-
CULOSIS-CASES IN PRACTICE.

Br EDWARn PLAaTEoR, ?d.D.. Touos-o.

No. II.

Hlaving in the February number of tlhe PRACTITIONER given
in suficient detail the general principles of treatment of this
disease, I now need only refer to two or three points then
overlooked or not fully or clearly given.

.It may be well, too, to repeat that the greatest care must be
exercised in the commencement of chest expansion by iung
exercises and increase of respiratory capacity, without which
patients, in the second or third stage especially, cannot recover;
more oxygen than they have been habitually takinz in being
indispensable to recovery. And never, in one single instance,
in ny experience, bas any bad effects, but on the contrary, incal-
culable, absolutely essential good, resulted therefrom. It is
obviously a inuch safer practice than that of sending patients
to mountain elevations. In a very few cases I have thought
it safest to restriet action of the diseased lung by some local
strapping of the chest Wall.

Cough, whether too irritating or with too copious expectora-
tion, or tight witl tenacity, may always be controlied, never, of
-course, to be stopped, by simple inhalents-ienthol, eucalyptus,
tr. benzoin co., etc., and with the siinplest inhaler-an open-
mouthed bottle with two small glass tubes through the cork,
one into the liquid. Care nust be exercised at first, that the
patient do not inhale too strongly and draw the liquid into the
mnouth.

Direct laryngo-intertrachial injections of such essential oils,
w'ith ol. cinnanion, cosote, iodoforn, etc., according to the
indications, in olive o.l, are sometimes of decided advantage.

Theoretically, ozonized air should be a most valuable neans
-of introducing oxygen into the systen, and from the published
experience of Dr. Arthur Ransome, I had expected muchi froi
inhalation of it. With the best of apparattis for production and
inhalation, I have been rather disappointed, though in some
cases in iny experieice it has been beneficial.

The, norning tonic bath-a very valuable reiedy-needs
special mention. Whether-after the moing warmn wash-off
of the night immnetion or not, it promotes healthy, vigorous
action of the skin, aids respiration and prevents " taking cold."
It nmst not be too cool to prevent good*after-reaction. Cold or
-teiperature here being cntirely relative, the patient's feelings
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must guide. Beginning with water comfortably coolish, the
.tenperature may be lowered half a degree daily (Ziemssen) a
juicl rub, with quick drying and friction; in advanced cases,

.help being needed.
In no disease is it more important that the patient carry out

strictly eiery detail in the treatment laid down by the physi-
-cian.

The body temperature, I may add, rarely guides me, excepting
sonetimes in diagnosing early or pretubercular cases. 1 find
no typical cases, and rarely use the thermometer, the pulse and
the many other general conditions having proven safer guides
in my practice.

In conclusion on general treatment-in a sentence-the sup-
ply of oxygen must be increased by improving the respiratory
condition of the fairly healthy lung tissue left, while every
function of the body must be put into as good working condi-
tion as possible-of the skin, for example, assisting as it may in
nutrition ns well as in respiration, as in the case of Miss M
(Case 1), by inunctions of cod liver oil; an.1 so with ail the
other functions-nutrient, secretory and excretory. The amouint
of exercise must bejudiciously regulated according to the con-
dition of the circulation. In a few words, advantage must be
takenî of every possible means for restoring the natural powers
that are left to more natural, vigorous action, placing the patient
in the best possible condition for recovery.

Hence a nost careful, prolonged examination, and after-study
of the case before laying down the course of treatnent. No two
patients can be successfully treated alike. Some modification
is invariably indicated; as, for example, in some cases, su snall
a thing as a little excess of, or on the other hand, toolittle aloin
to help regulate the biliary and intestinal functions, may give
rise to a marked effect, good or bad. So it is with almost every
remedy.

In a very few% cases, the general functions are not yet much
disturbed and little iš needed but more oxygen with, perhaps, rest
and some counter irritation, or "alterative," as iodine inune-
tions. But the great majority of patients need much help; in
which the patient iîust be tauglit to assist the physician, and in
a large measure, if recovery is to be brought about.

Finally, no time should be iost before commencing treatment,
not a day in at &ll advanced tuberculous casee. Every day so
lost lessens the chances of the patient's recovery.

CASE IH.-Rev. E. A. W. D-, St. about 30, was, six or
seven ycars ago, stationed in connection witli a Methodist
church near Lakefield, County of Peterborough. During the
year 1889 his health failed, and in the summer and autumn
fiiled rapidly, with copious pulnonary henorrhages. In the
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autuin he tried to get into the Gravenhurst Sanitariui, but
the medical examiner in Toronto refused to "pass" hini for
admission, as lie told me, the disease having advanced too far.
He tien resided with friends in a Toronto suburb for imany
weeks, under the treatnent of two or three physicians, in a
large double parlor, mostly in bed, too weak to go about.

He came under my care on the first of February, 1890,
greatly enaciated and prostrated fron weakness, not ab!e to
walk up one flight of stairs; much shortness of breath, even in
quiet conversation; pulse, average frequency for weeks, 115 to
120; respirations, 33; had for weeks vomited most of his food ;
had been taking five or six raw eggs a day for two or three
successive days, then unable to take but very little food of any
sort for several days, because of persistent vonitincr; bowels
very irregular; no characteristic diarrhea; much cough and
expectoration; hemorrhages frequent now, of only a few spoon-
fuls. The left lung was a tuberculous mass; hardly any move-
ment of the chest wall on this side; no respiratory murnur,
universal dullness, except seni-duliness, where several cavities
had been foried. The right lung, except at apex, w'as not
much amiss.

Treatmnent: Prolonged rest in bed, between two open windows
when indoors; when weather permitted, and later, during
spring and summer, out on balcony or on the grass under
canvas; diet of beef, milk, cream, soon one egg or more a day.
He had no vomiting whatever while under my care, nor diar-
rhea (though for a long time the eating of two or thiree straw-
berries even would cause uneasiness and relaxed bowel<); took
only malted milk for first two or three days, thus allowing the
stomach an almost complete rest; then, allowed, gradually, the
usual nutritious diet, simple remedies being given to restore
more healthy general functional action.

In a few days, respiratory exercises (simply deep breatbing)
were carefully commenced and persistently continued, without
the slightest increase of bleedings, which, on the other bai d,
gradually abated as the lung tissue became toned up by the
cool, fresh oxygen, and in three or four nonths entirely ceased.
Unguent. iod. co. was rubbed freely into.the skin of the diseased
side, fron sternum to spine, every night throughout the whole
course of treatment, followed by the warn morning wash and
the cool tonie bath -gnd .rub. The cough vas always -easily
controlled by soothióg, expectorant, or astringent inhalents,
according to its nature and the indications, vith the ordinary
simple inhaler. Inhalations of ozonized air were tried from
tinie to tinie, but in this case seemed to irritate, both locally
and generally.

At the end of eight or nine months, Mr. D-, with a strong
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will, adhering strictly to every detail of treatment, was a pretty
well man. A friend then who had not seen him for months,
seeing him walking, and talking with him, remarked: " There-
doesn't seem to be anything wrong with you now "; nor did
there. After a.few .montls spent in Ontario county he went to
his parents in Newfoundland.

He is now, from reports, practically as well as ever, to say
the least.. In June of 1904, a friend of his said, " He was quite
able to preach again." This, in accordance vith my advice,.
chiefly because of the foul air of churches, he as not doue, but
has been engaged mostly in literary work, outdoors, in camp.

CASE .V., WITH A WARNING.-Miss M. E-, of Oshawa,
æet. 27, came under my care in October, 1891. Had been failing
in health during many months; tried to get into the Graven-
hurst Sanitariun, but the inedical examiner in Toronto con-
sidered ber disease too far advanced to be admitted into that.
institution, so she reported.

She was a good deal eniaciated and weak; had considerable-
cough, with shortness of breath; respirations, 30 per minute;
pulse for a long time constantly over 100, and much constricted
respiratory capacity. She was not, bowever, so bad in these
respets-not so prostrated-as in the case of Miss M-,
reported in the February number of the PRACTITIONER.

The left lung was extensively diseased, more so than the
general. conditions would indicate; no natural respiratory mur-
mur in any part, moist, persistent rales, partial or complete-
dullness, clavieular region retracted with vocal fremitus; well-
defined cavity of cousiderable size in middle lobe; no hemor-
rhages; righ t lung in fairly good condition; respiratory mur-
mur, general, though exaggerated, especially in upper lobe;
soie rales, no dullness.

The treatment: Lung exercises, very gentle at first, for-
increase of the respiratory capacity, getting more oxygen into-
the blood, to utilize the fair amount of food she was yet able-
to consume, i.e., more oxygen, wvithout which, as I have said,'.
patients in the later stages cannot recover. She inhaled ozon-
ized air, with its grpater measure of oxygen, froi fifteen to.
twenty minutes, three times a day, with apparent benefit; diet.
carefully adapted, from timie to tinie, at lirst, fro<m day to day;.
to the digestive and similative powers; including the usuali
essentiais-beef, eggs, milk and cream, with. sanguis boum;-
very little exercise; general inunctions of cod liver oil and'
creosote at bed-time, for soie weeks, then strong iodine oin i ment
freely over chest, front and back, and the morning wash and.
tonic bath. During January and February I gave daily
laryngo-trachial injections of ol. eucalyp. with creosote in olive
oil, vit h an ordinary silver catheter, the patienit leaning a little.
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toward the left; this, witlh the special viev of improving the
condition of the cavity. During the first seven or eight weeks
I strapped the central ribs of the diseased side to prevent too
imuch distension of the large cavity by tie deep inspirations.

Miss E- went home the latter end of May, not cured, but
a vastly improved wonan, taking with lier a supply of sanguis
boum, and lIter sending for more. Froma reports she continued
to improve in every respect satisfactorily during the following
year, and appeared to be quite restored to health. In the
spring of 1893 she worked a great deal at gardening, it appears
as vigorously as ever sie worked at anything. In the evening,
after one full day's work, she attended an entertainment, going
home about eleven o'clock, without feeling anything ainiss or
even tired. Toward norning she vakened ber mother, who
found lier bleeding alarmingly from the iutngs, from whicl sie
died before the dawn.

Contrary to my special instructions to all such patients, sie
lad overtaxed lier physical powers, strained the yet tender
lung tissue. I enjoin all such patients not to consider them-
selves well, however they maty feel, for at least two years after
a good start on the road to recovery.

Much use of the upper extremities proinotes a greater ilow
of blood to the lungs, and hence increases the risk of
hem orrhmage.

Oie of the w-orst cases of this I have known was that of one
D. Mcl-K , who came direct from Britislh Columbia to
consult me. Years before, residing in Ottawa, apparently in
good health, lie liad indulged a long time in the faniliar
exercise of playing fisticuffs with a loosely suspended bag filled
with bran. A most profuse hemorrhage soon followed, tuber-
culosis developed, and ie went west vith the vain hope of
thereby receiving benefit.

iider my care is now a case in which slight heimoptosis
comes on if the patient engages in work whici bi-ingsmici into
,use the upper extremities.
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Clinical Notes.

A CASE OF FACIAL ERYSIPELAS COMPLICATED
WITH LABOR: TREATMENT WITH

ANTISTREPTOCOCCIC SERUM.
RECOVERY.

Bv A. R. HANIKS, M D., n!.ENHEIM, OxTAmo.

The càse I herewith report has been of such intense in--
terest to me that I publish it with the hope that iny experience-
will encourage some brother practitioner in the hour of dire
necessity, when he feels the battle is against him.

CLINICAL HISTORY.

Mrs. W. H. E., aged 28 years, multipara, eight months preg-
nant, on the evening of December 24, presented a well-mrarked
erysipelas of the nose and left side of the face, the left eye
being swollen nearly shut, and the rash extending froin the
ale of the nose, on the left side. over the left face nearly
to the ear, and across the foot of the nose beneath the
riglit eye. Blebs appeared on the left side of the iiose and eye-
lid. The patient stated that she liad not felt well for some-
months and cumplained of apthous sore mouth. She had had·
chilly sensations for the past three days, alternating with fever,.
and a feeling of fiilness, and burning in the face, at the seat of
the fiery rash, which was very tender to touch Headache,
pain in the back and limbs, coated tongue, a temperature of
102.5° and a pulse rate of 120 were noted.

The next day both eyes were swollen completely shut so that
the patient could not see at all. The disease vas extending up
the forehead, its niargin being marked by a distinct ridge-
which advanced as the eruption spread. It also extended over
the right side of the face which possessed a brawny feel. The
tongue became dry and browTn in thle middle, and the patient
was very delirious, passing urine. frequently, though scantily,.
but it contained no albumen. The pulse-rate was 120, and the
tenperature 1040.

December 26. The disease had extended up the forehead.
and to the right ear, but did not involve the ear. The synp-
toms were in no way ameliorated, the temperature being
105°. During the night the woman vas taken in labor,
the baby being born about 7 a.n. on the 27th. At that time
her temperature was 103,1°:, and the pulse-rate was 110.

December 27. The erysipelas liad extended to and beyond
the roots of the hair on the forehead, and covered the whole
ace, froin ear to ear, and above the lip-, vhich were extensively-
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involved. The swelling of the parts first involved was now
showing signs of subsiding, though extending at the margins.
The tongue was still very dry and brown, the bowels were
loose and the patient was very delirious.

December 29. The patient cin open lier left eye a little.
The erysipelas had extended to the left of the mouth, and the
lower lip had become inv-olved. The right car and the riglit
.side of the head were involved and mnuch swollen. The tonguo
-was still dry and brown, though the delirium vas less,

December 30. The right car was enormously swollen, but
no fresh territory had become involved. The tongue wåas now

-cleaning and becoming noist. The delirium had disappeared,
-the appetite was returning.

Deceinber 31. The restlessness was gone, the flow of urine
·was abundant; the disease vas not spreading.

January 1, 1905. The left car and the Jefr side of head,
which were still involved, assumed the normal appearance three
<1ays later. Urine scanty.
. January 2. Retention of urine occurred, the secretion vas
.-abundant when drawn off by the catheter, a process we were
-comnpelled to continue for three days. The tongue was now
clean and moist, the appetite good, but the face, cars and lips,
vere still ruch swollen.

January 5. The riglit car is somewhat swollen still, and the
e1yelids show ulceration from superficial abscesses. The patient
feels well except for her sore mouth; she urinates vuluntarily,

.agam .
GENERAL REMARKS ON TREATMENT.

We have been tauglit that the' streptococcus which produces
crysipelas is thc same organsn that comnonly causes septi-
cemia after labor, and that the gerns cling to clothiing and
hands with such tenacity tLhat, as Osler puts.it, you should
-never attend a case of. confinement while treating a case of
-erysipelas. Here a patient, already three or four days ill with
.a severe facial erysipelas, dry, brown tongue, active delirium
.and enormous swelling of the face, with a temperature of
105°, a pulse-rate of 120, is taken in labor and must be pro-
tected fron streptococcie infection.

•How to accomplish this task in a house already germ-laden,
and from which the patient's mother, lier servant, and her
-nurse had, during lier illness, to be sent to their respective
homes, each suffering from a follicular tonsillitis, due to un-
sanitary surr'oundings, was a question the favorable solution of
which vas of -vital importance to the patient.

Aseptic midwifery is an ideal we. ail worship, but to rest
-content with the strictest asepticism under circumstances sucli
.as these would probably have resulted in the death of the
:patient a f ew days later from septicenia.
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\When the labor was well advanced, but previous to delivery,
the thighs, buttocks, and vulva were given a good antiseptie
scrubbing, and a large sterilized pad was placed over the vulva,
no vaginal examination having been inade at any tine. The
patient was completely disrobed and carried to a bed farthest
renoved from the room in which she lay, wlhile fresh clothing
and bedding were used. A large wad of sterilized cotton was
kept constantly applied over the vulva, the nurse using steri-
lized rubber gloves to change the dressings and sponge the
vulva with antiseptic washes.

Antistreptococcie serum (P. D. & Co.) was used liberally for
the doub!e purpose of protecting the patient against infection
and arresting the progress of the erysipelas, both of which it
accomplished adnirably.

Within twenty-four hours after beginning the administra-
tion of the serum, there vas a decided effect, first upon the
pulse, then the temperature, condition of the tongue, and de-
lirium. The baby was born on the 27th, and three doses of
serum were given on the 28th, when botli pulse and tempera-
ture went down; at this time the serumN was being used eN ery
six hour.4. On the 29th, three more doses were given every
six hours, and, as the delirium and temperature were declining,
the interval between doses was lengthened to eight, and then
to tw'elve hours, so that in four days after, twelve doses of
serum had been given, the temperature was subnormal never
to rise above normal.

The only unpleasant symptoms were retention of urine,
which lasted three days, and the subnornal temperature for
a few' days.

The. erysipelas continued to spread for four days after the
first administration of the seruni, even though the constitu-
tional symnptoms showed an improvement, and I am not pre-
pared to say the erysipelas would not have pursued as favor-
.able a course if serum had not been used, but I think from ex-
perience previously had, that it would not, and I certainly -will
use it in my next severe case of erysipelars; but it is of its pro-
tective influence I wish especially to speak.

This patient was debilitated to such. an extent that she was
suffering fron apthous sore mouth. She vas surrounded by
such unhygienic influences as to develop a severe erysipelas.
Three inmates of the house contracted follicular tonsillitis (a
streptococcie infection) though there were no other cases in the

·section, so that one would expect little resisting power in
the patient ait the time of labor even without the proximity of
so contagious a discase as erysipelas. While due precaution
was adopted to prevent germs finding entrance to the vagina,
I cannot think the parts escaped contaminaton under all the

-circumstances.
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- There was no pelvie involvement, and the patient nide an
excellent recovery.

Tlihis is an example of serum conferring iinunity against.
infection, and of its value in this field i cannot speak too.
highly.

As a curative agent in infection following labor the results.
have been variable in different experinenters' hands. It may
be because of delay in administration, or it may be due to in-
sufficient persistence in its use, but as a prophylactie there can,
be no doubt of its efficicy. Vaccination furnishes iminunity
but is not curative; antitoxin furnishes imnnunity and is also.
curative, but it must be administered early in the disease and
in sufficiently large doses. No fact is better established than
that the efficiency of antitoxin is in direct proportion to the.
earliness of its administration, and if antistreptococcic serum is
a prophylactic, as this case seems to indicate, it seems reason-
able to'assume it to be equally as curative as antitoxin if it be.
prescribed suficienitly early and in sufficient doses.

INQUIRIES AND REPLIES.

"CASE IN PRACTICE.-March 20th, primipara,age 22; expects to-
be confined April 10th; has had slightalbuininuria for soie time,
but this lias steadily grown worse lately. There are also abundant
lyaline and epithelial casts, arterial tension high, urine scanty
and loaded witlh urates at times; there is frequently headache,.
sone swelling of the limbs. Hias occasional attacks of pretty
severe pains in the region of the epigastriuni, and some vomit-
ing. She is on a milk diet largely, and the skin and bowels
are being kept active. I find that nitro-glycerine increases t lie
flow of urine and lessens the arterial tension. 1 have started
giving her thyroids, wvhich I see reconiiended for-this condition.
Do you advise this forn of treatiment? Would you advise
induction of premature labor,. oi watcl her closely and try to
carry lier along? She says that she feels pretty vell, except
when she has attacks of pain in her stomach. In the event of
eelanpsia, would you advise rapid un.tying of the uterus, or-
endeavoring to- control the convulsions, and endeavoring to
eliminate the poison ?"

The general plan of treatment is correct. As thiere appears
to be acute nephritis, a "largely milk diet " will answer, at.
least for a time. In many cases a more generous diet, such as
that now recominended for chronic nephritis, is better. A
daily warrm bath is probably sufficient to keep the skin acting.
The hot pack used by some is weakening. In carrying out the
eliminative treatment calomel should be used in fairly large-
quantities, followed by epson salts or other saline catharties in.
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sufficient quantities to produce ,hree to ten watery evacuations,
during v twenty-four hours. This is practically the treatient
carried out by our fathers for toxemia of pregnancy. Nitro-
glycerine accelerates the pulse and relaxes the arteries and
arterioles, but sometimes causes headache. Care should be-
used in administering it, and the serious mistake of giving it
when the arterioles are relaxed should never be made. With
respect to the administration of thyroid extract., many of us
think that the results in organorthopy have not fulfilled ex-
pectations. Thyroid preparations appear to have value in the-
treatnient ol myxedema and goitre, and also, I think, in sonie
cases of toxemia of pregnancy, when the edema of the extremi-
tics, especially the ankles, is hard, and myxedematous, with.
scanty urine and high tension following. Its indiscriminate-
use in the toxemia of pregnancy by a large poition of practi-
tioners, has probably done much harm. It should never be
administered except to the strong and robust, because it is apt
to reduce the patient's strength materially, the most important
syuptoms in such a case being loss of weight, shortness ,of
breath and a weak and rapid pulse.

It is difficult to advise as to the induction of preinature-
labor. In the najority of cases it seems better to carry the
patient on to full tern. If, however, notwithstanding active
treatment, the patient .rows steadily worse, an operation is
sonietimes advisable. After the occurrence of convulsions the
treatment should be two-fold, administer morphine, etc., to.
control the convulsions and help.nature to empty the uterus.
In certain cases when there is no dilation of the os, the convul-
sions may be controlled and the patient allowed to wait for the
advent of labor. In many cases it is a somewhat simple matter
after the patient has morphine and chloroform to dilate the os
and einpty the uterus.-ED.

" CASE II.-A young girl, ·aged 17, menstruates every four-
teen days, causing -considjer.le weakening. She also lias
incipient tuberculosis. Have endeavored to check the heior-
rhages but have failed, so far. Can yon give me any advice?

There is no specifie which will-control the hemorrhages under
such circumstances. General constitutional treatment is re-
quired. The open-air or sanitarium treatment for tuberculosis.
would be most, suitable in such a case, the patient being kept
quiet during her periods, and receiving some preparation of
ergot with viburnui prunifolium.-ED.

QUESTION III.-" What axis-traction forceps do you prefer ?"
For niany years I used the Milne-Murray axis-traction

forceps, but during the last three years I have used the Porter-
Mathew instrument, which is really a modification of Milne--
Murray's forceps, but is lighter, has better shaped blades, and.
oceupies Iess room in the obstetrical satchel.-IED.
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Selected Articles.

OBSERVATIONS UPON ANTERIOR METATAR-
SALGIA, WITH NOTES ON SEVEN CASES.

Bv LAallNG EývANS,.A. M..D.C. (A-a.,F.R.Cd.s. (EN(;.),
Surgeoi to t.he Royal Ortlopeudic Ilospital, Surgeon to the Western Geieral

Dispensaruy.

In 1876, T. G. Morton,' of Philadelphia, described a series of
cases characterised by recurrent pain in the region of t he fourth
meta tarsopha langeal articulation. The pain was usually severe
and cramp-like, and spread froi the articulation, both down
the t-ic on to the dorsum of the foot, and up the leg, with varia-
tions in different cases. The paroxysn might, in some cases, be
relieved by removing the shoc and. rubbing or otherwise niani-
pulating the parts. The pain was ascribed to the compression
of the external plantar nerve, or its interosseous fibres, by the
fourth and fifth metatarsal bones. He attributed the constant
site of the affection (1) to the peculiar distribution of the ex-
ternal plantar nerve; (2) to the relative shortness of the fifth
metatarsal bone, whereby its head and the base of the adjoin-
ing phalanx were brought in contact with the head and neck of
the fifth metatarsal boue, when lateral compression was exerted ;
(3) to the nobilitv of the fifth mettarsatl bone, enabling it to
roll above and below the fourth. Hfe ascribed the original
cause of the abnormal mobility to injury, possibly rupture of
the transverse ligament; and of the compression to tight shoes;
in some cases no cause could be assigned.

The clinical picture, as portrayed by Morton, remains good
for cases seen to-day.

The treatment advocated was removal of. the head and neck
of the fourth metatarsal bone, thereby relieving the branches of
the external plantar nerve from pressure between those parts
and the head of the fifth metatarsal and the base of the adjoin-
ing phalanx. The treatmîent was-.sucaessful in allcasesso deait
with.

In 1886, ten years later, Morton2 recomnended for mild cases
the support of a flannel bandage round the metatarsus, and the
use of broad, thick-soled boots.

In 1889, A. Poullosson,? of Lyons, described a case under the
title of " Anterior Metatarsalgia," apparently identical to those
described 'by Morton. He ascribed-the symptioms to a laxity
of the transverse metatarsal ligainent, permitting a subluxation
of the head of the fourth metatarsal bone whereby the nerves
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distributed on either side of that bone were subjected to lateral
compression. On this theory -he successfully treated 'the case
by a rubber pad placed beneath the depressed bone. This case
was reviewed at some length in the Lancet.*

Roughtonî5 reported a siniilar <ase, and assertecd that the
symptons " were clearly due to sinking of the anterior trans-
verse arch and to the resulting pressure of the beads of two or
three middle metatarsal boues upon the sensitive structures of
the sole of the foot."

In 1890, C. E. Woodruff6 stated that anterior metataisaigia
w a s caused by giving way of the transverse ligament by long
standing, injury, and the like ; that the pain was caused by pres-
sure on the digital nerves of the foot, and that it should be
treatec by pads beneath the anterior arch.

In1 1891, Bradford,7 of Boston, described sixte'n cases, aIl of
which appear to have been relieved or cured by external appli-
cations and by wide-soled boots Resection was not found neces-
sary in a single case. Hie accepted Morton's theory that " the
pain was entirely due to an irritated condition .of the external
plantar nerve cau-ed by pressure."

In 1892, Guthrie8 reported a case of anterior metatarsalgia,
caused by depression of the ead of the third metatarsal bone,-
which he treated with a supporting-pad.

In 1893, J. S. K. Morton9 reported six cases, all of which had
been treated by resection of the head of the ietatarsal boue; in
none of these cases had he been able to demonstrate any laxity
of the transverse ligament or other abnormal condition at the
tine of operation. He advocated thick-soled boots, sufficiently
firn about the instep, together with the support of the flannel
bandage in milder cases, and resection as the only cure for ad-
vanced cases.

In 1894, Gibney'O reported six cases. EBe arvocated that the
longitudinal arch of the foot should be supported by a hiigl-
arched shoe, made on a Spanish last, in order to relieve the
metatarsus of as much weight as possible. He further recon-
mended that the bases of the inetatarsal bones should be strapped,
-on the supposition that the heads of tiese bones would be
thereby separated. He accepted Mortòn's original theory of
causation.

In 1894, Goldthwait," of Boston, des»ribed. the relation be-
tween the depression of the transverse arich and the symptoms
of anterior metatarsalgia. He concluded (1) that depression of
the transverce arcli was more common than that of the longi-
tudinal arch; (2) that few persons were inconvenienced by it;
(3) that in some, pain of a constant or paroxysmal character.was
present, usually referred to the centre of the arch, where a pain-
ful callus might b found ; (4). that tihis. location of pain was
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inuch more common in his experience than at the point described:
by M orton : (5) that the causes of the depression were similar
to those of the Iongitudiial arch, namely, excessive standing or·
walking, injury, weakness after long illness and probably in-
propc shoes, particularly those too narrow ; (6) that the de-
pression of the transverse arcl could be denonstrated by an
impression of the sole, which showed an absence of the re-enfer-
ing angle; (7) that the condition could be relieved by pads of*
leather or felt placed beneath the depressed bone or boues.

In 1897, Robert Jones,'! of Liverpool, recognized depression
of the anterior arch as a cause of the symptoins, but considered.
this was usually secondary to fiat foot. ffe inaintained that
the characteristic pain was not caused by pinching of the nerves,
because the -metatarsal bones are separated when depressed, but
was due to the direct downward pressure of the displaced bones
upon the plantar nerve in the sole of the foot. His treatinent
was resection, and after-treatment, thick-soled boots, raised on
the inner border as ad.vocated by Thomas for the treatinent of
flat foot, vith well-fitting insteps to support the longitudinal
arch.

In 18.97, T. G. Morton13 showed by means of skiagrams that
in two cases of metatarsalgia the first phalanx of the fifth toe
was in close apposition to the head of the fourth metatar-al, and
that there was a free space between the fifth and fourth meta-
tarsals.

In 1898, Jones and Tubby" conjointly published thirty cases,
and hel.1 that the causr, of pain was pressure of the hea- of the
fourth metatarsal bone upon the comniunicating branch between
the external and internal divisions of the plantar nerve.

So divergent are the views of surgeons who have recorded
their experience as to the etiology of this complaint, that it wiIl
be of benetit to briefly suimmarize thein. Tlius, Morton
described this affection in feet otherwise normal, so also Brad-
ford, w'hereas Jones found twelve out of fiftcen cases affected
with flat foot, and indeed considers this as the chief etiological.
feature. The site of the pain has most frequently been located
in the fourth metatarso-phalangeal joint ; yet Goldthwait states
that the pain is much more frequent in other joints. Equally
divergent are the views as to treatmient. Thus, Morrton and
Jones have had to resort to resection in many cases, whereas
Bradford, Gibney and Goldthwait state that the operation. was
never required.

In dealing with this subject, one is at once confronted with
the difficulty of classifying cases Various methods might be
adopted, but all have their objections. Thus, the clinical mani-
fest:.tions vary in each individual case so imirkedly, from time.
to time and from surrounding circuistances, that any one case.
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rnight fairly be included in more than one clinical classification.
.Again, our knowledge .of the pathology.is so infinitesimal that
it affords no help. Further, the, results of treatment are. so
variable, iot only in the hands of different surgeons, but also
with the saie surgeon in dealing with the saine case, that any
.classification based upon relief by instrumental or operative
methods proves equally unsatisfactory.

Thu character of the pain varies from a dull aching. more or
less localized to a snall area, of the foot, to an agonizilng cramp-
like paroxysm exten-ling up to the loin. The following two
-cases may be taken to illustrate this variation:

CASE 1.-Miss B., aged -25; coinnenced in right foot seven
years ago. Starts with a click; then experiences a sensation
of hot and cold up and down body ; then experiences acute pain
in region of fourth metatarsal head which radiates down the
toe on to the dorsuin of the foot, and to two inches above the
ankzle. The attacks occur several times a day, and never a day
passes without an attack. There is tenderness on pressure over
the third and fourtli inetatarso-phalangeal joints. hie longi-
tudinal and transverse arches are well inarked. There is no
callosity. Tlie head of the fourth metatarsal is not depressed.
This patient experiences a dull pain, limited to the region of
the fourth netatarsal head and corresponding toe on the left
side ; there is no radiation beyond this, region, and the-pain is
not accompanied by the sensation of clicking. A tracing shows
that the longitudinal arch is slightly lower in this fcot tian in
the riglt, vîhici is probably correctly explained by the increased
work performed in the relief of the more affected foot.

CAsE IL-Miss M. D., aged 30; comnenced three years ago
with swelling otf foot and acute pain; has been a suflerer fron
-weak ankles with pain in region of scaphoid and round ankles
for upwards of ten years, aud lias vorn instep supports for
many years. Three years ago, a totally different pain started
in the region of the third and fourth ietatarso-phahngeal
heads on the dorsum of the foot, radiating up the leg to the
outtr side of the knee, then to the inner side of the knee, then
up the thight to the hip and loin. She experiences no sense of
slipping., Tihereis tenderness over the third and fourth ieta-
tarsal heads, with the maximum tenderness over the fourth.
There ure no callosities. The longitudinal and transverse arches
are markedly depressed, and the head of the fourth inetatarsal
bone can be felt somewhat prominently in the sole of the foot.
There is no pain in the right foot though both aiches are
depressed.

The severity of te attack is largely determined by the 'prone-
ness with which it can be cut short by appropriate manipula-
tions. The majority of observers note that relief is obtained
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oinly after reinoval of the shoe and various pullings of the toes;
and this knack of relieving the pain influences the patient con-
siderably in submitting to radical treatment, and likewise the
surgeon in recommending it. The following two case's contrast
renarkably in this respect:

CASE IIL-Mrs. M. W., aged 33; commenced ten years ago;
is ascribed to bicycling in narrow-pointed shoes ; attacks occur
about once a nonth or more frequently. Pain, when severe
and of long duration, is referred to the calf of the leg ; can be
relieved by removing the shoe and pulling the toe; has an accu-
rate geography of lier friends' houses, so that she eau as soon
as possible seek the shelter of their hospitality, and have her
toe pulled if an attack commences vhen she is out. She is free
from attacks for several weeks if in town, but they occur more
frequently if she is walking on uneven ground in the country,
and especially up and down hiL. The fourth joint of the left
foot only is affected. There is no dropping of the longitudinal
or transverse arches. There is tenderness localized to the fourth
metatar.al joint. IL is interesting to note that sone years ago
she obtained relief for some months at the hands of another
surgeon by subnitting to -sone act of bloodiess surgery under
an anesthetic, a-sisted by subsequent massage, but the relief
w'as of a tenporary character only.

CASE IV.-Mrs. U., aged 51; commenced ten years ago;
-never knows when the attack wil] corne on ; sometimes can
play two rounds of golf without an attack, and at others, after
walking a hundred yards an attack will commence. Sie
remuoves lier boot, but no manipulation or other mnethod -will eut
short or relieve the attack. The pain starts at the left fourth
metatarso-phalangeal joint, radiates down the toe and up the
leg to the lower part of the popliteal space. There is tender-
ness on pressure over the fourth nietatarsal head. There is no
plantar corn -nor dropping of the transverse or longitudinal
arches. A-n attack eau be easily started by slight pressure on
the headi of the fourth metatarsal bone, but by no other passive
manipulation of the foot.

The frequency of the attacks and the character of the pain
nay be of such a character as to totally disable the patient
from ail enjoymnent of life or the pursuit of ber avocation. This
is.shown in thefollowing two cases:

CAsE V.-Mrs. C., aged .35; commenced at the age of fifteen
without apparent cause; was treated for many years without
any relief by strapping, instep arches, special bo7.ts and rest.
When she first came under my care, the pain of violent cramp-
like character started in the fourth left muetatarso-phalangeal
Joint, radiating to the toe and up to the hip. It was inaking
ier life a nisery by its severity, its frequent occurrence, and
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by an absence of amelioration by manipulation. She refused
to try any further palliative measures, if indeed any remained
to try, and I accordingly renoved the head of the fourth. meta-
tarsal bone. -Before operation, both arches were depressed, the
head of the fourth metatarsal bone was prominent in the soie,
and was tender upon pressure between the finger and thunb.
A skiagram showed no deformity of the metatarsus or phalanges.
The head removed showed a deficiency of cartilage near the
junction of the cartilage and bone on the under surface.
'Fifteen mîonths after operation, a tracing of the foot shows a
fair longitudinal arch, with fair re-entering angle. The foot is
functionally very good, but the recession of the fourth toe
renders the foot soniewhat unsightly, vhich scarcely deserves
any worthy criticisn in our present state of civilization. A
steel sole plate, to support both arches, was avorn for a fev
nonths after the operation. Sh.e has never felt any incon-
venience or return of pain since the operation, although at
present she informs me she is more than six months pregnant.
To relieve the left foot before operation, she was in the habit
of resting all her weight upon the right, which shows a. greater
depression of the longitudinal -arch and complete obliteration of
the re-entering angle, yet she shows no symptom of the disease
in this foot.

CASE VI.--31iss E. ?d., aged 31 ; commenced four years ago.
Starts with pain in fourth right ietatarso-phalangeal joint ex-
tending to toe and up the leg as far as the hip. Attacks more
severe during last eighteen nonths, and are provoked by stand-
ing half an hour or walking a hundrell yards. The longitudinal
and transverse arches are flattened, as shown by tracing, and the
fourth metatarsal hea1d can be felt unduly prominent in the
sole. There is a diffuse callosity under the metatarsal heads.
There is marked tenderness on pressure upon the fourth head.
No relief during an attack can be obtained by manipulation.
As this patient's vork involved long standing, as superinten-
dent in-ia laundry of a sisterhood, and as the affection ineapaci-
tated her for her work, I removed the fourth metitarsal head
by the dorsal route. The specimen shows a loss of cartilage on
the palmar surface, close to its junction to the bone. She has
experienced no pain since the operation, and there is no wcak-
ening of the foot. Eiglit .nonths previously to seeing me pain
commenced in the sane site in the left foot, but was not so
severe as in the riglt. I advised lier to await the result of the
operation on the riglit foot before submitting tooperation upon
the left. Encouraged by the result upon the right foot, and
palliative mneasures having failed, she is now awaiting a bed in
the hospital to have the left foot simihirly dealt with.

The character anid frequency of the attacks may be influenced
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.by climate and weather, and the following caset illustrates that
-those conditions which render the joints of neurasthenics pain-
ful and tender, may also precipitate an attack of metatarsalgia.

CASE VII.-Mrs. V., aged 30; commenced eight years ago,
.after bicycling in narrow fashionable shoe-s. Pain starts in
right fourth imetatarso-plialangeal joint and ra iates wlen
severe to the toe and up the leg as far as the knee. The
frequency and severity of the attaeks is mueh diminished when
residing in a dry, bracing climate. Roughi walking precipitates
.an attack, and strapping applied to the foot tends to relieve it.
There is tenderness on pressure over the fourth metatarsal head
-on the right side ; the longitudinal and transverse arches are
well formed. The left foot is not affected, though the sole
tracing is identical.

A summary of these cases shows the following points:
The pain involves the fourth 'metatarso-phalangeal joint il

-all cases, and th.e third in two cases; in this agreeing with iost
observers and differing from Goldthwait. Thus Whitman. in
hiis last edition of his O-thopixiic Sargery, records the location
in seventy-eight cases: fourth in sixty ; fourth and third in six;
.fourth, third and second in six: and in six only wvas tie fourth
joint free from pain.

AIl mv cases occurred in women, in viich sex it is acknow-
ledged to be the more frequent. Thus in eighty-four cases
quoted by Whitman, sixty-four were in wonen and twenty in
men.

Six out of seven cases were seen in private practice, and the
seventh was that of a ivoniau, whose education was that of a
private patient, and who only came under mny care in the Royal
·Orthopedie Hospital by reason of ber being a member of a
.religious sisterhood. This is also in agreenient with the
recorded cases. This point is still further emphasized by the
.fact that I have nQt been able to detect a single case in over
1,500 consecutive new cases attending the Welbeek Street
Hospital for Nervous Diseases, whiose cases I have investigated,
and whose notes I have taken during the last nineteen months.
More especially is this of interest as a nervous element has
usually been attributed to enter largely into cases of
,nietatarsalgia.

In none of these cases lias there been a history of injury, nor
-of sudden onset, nor evidence of rupture of the transverse liga-
ment. In two the condition was first noticed af ter bicycliug in
.narrow shoes, and I think that tlhe shoe is responsible,if not for
the commencement of the affection, at any rate for its continu-
.ance ic the early stages. For the attacks of pain never occur
unlessý a b:ot or shoe is being worn, and are never relieved until
.tiey are reimoved. The modern fashionable high heel causes
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more weight to be thrown upon the front of the foot and the
narrow toes favor overriding of the fifth inetatarsal upon the
fourth, and limuit the normal function of flexion of the phalanges
in the act of walking forwards. In all my cases tenderness on
pressure in the sole over the head of the fourth metatarsal bone
was present. Ordinary manipulations of the foot were unable
to elicit the typical paroxysms, but deep firm pressure at this
spot invariably started an attack. A dropping of the transverse
arch was observed in only three cases, and flat foot in thrce.
T'iat lowering of the longitudinal should play an important
part iii the etiology appears to me to be further negatived by
an absence of all symptoins of metatarsalgia in many hundred
cases of flat foot which I have treated. Further, I have seen
nany cases of complete obliteration of the-trausverse arch, either

4issociated with flat foot or in cases of paralytie equinus, or of
residual equinus in cases of congenital equinovarus, in which no
symptoms of metatarsalgia were present.

The following case illustrates this point:
Miss G. E., aged 22, was suffering with hallux valgus

wmith dorsal dislocation of the first phalanx of the second toe of
the left foot. The head of the correspondin,, metatarsal bone
w;as dispiaeed downwards, and was felt prominent-ly in the sole.
It gave rise to pain on walking, as if a stone were constantly
in her boot. The pain was strictly limited to this point and did
not radiate, nor was it paroxysinal in type. i removed the-head
of this bone, which appeared normal, all cartilage being intact.
Reviewing the case five months after the operation, I found
that all disconfort had been renoved, the deformity corrccted
and the foot not weakened.

In the cases treated by excision no changes have been observed
in cartilage, bone or synovial membrane. Messrs. Tubby and
Jones have found a neuritis, fibrona and an ekostosis, the latter
two pressing upon the communicating branch b tween the ex-
ternal and internal branches of the plantar nerve.

My own opportunities for observation have been limited.
Two of the heads I have excised show a loss of cartilage on the
under surfaces of the head, imnediately adjacent to the junction
of the bone and cartilage. The nethod of removal of the head
by the dorsal route precludes the examination of the palmar
surface at the time of the operation ; for the interosseous and
pahnar ligaments have to 'be divided before the palmar surface
of the head is exposed. IL is possible that the cartilage at this
point is detached from the head at the tinie these ligaments are
severed. No remains of any cartilage was, however, seen at-
tached to the ligaments at the time of operation. lI conclus'on,
I would suggest that the following treatment should be
adopted:
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1. Remove imm ediate cause, namely, an ill-fitting shoe, and
substitute a thick-soled shoe with high instep to support the
longitudinal areh and relieve the front -part of the foot of as
much pressure as possible; with broad front to allow plenty of
rooni for the toes to exert full flexion function.

2. Correct any apparent deformity of the arches by a steel
sole plate, moulded before tempering upon a plaster cast of the
foot, in which the depression of one or more joints has been cor-
rected by filing.

3. Temporary relief may be afforded by pads of felt placed
just behind the metatarsal heads.

4. Strapping is a simple experinient, and has been known to
relieve.

5. In caces in w'hieb palliative measures have failed, proceed
to resect without delay, with a fair chance of curing the disease
and without fear of weaklening the foot.
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The Bible and the Physician,
At a recent even-song, for the special benefit of physicians, at-

an uptown church, the lesson was from Ecclesiasticus xxxviii.
1-15. As this book is reckoned among the apocrypha, and un-
known, save to menbers of the Roman and Episcopal churches,.
and, we fear, unfaniliar even to nany of these, we venture to
transcribe the verses.read:

1. Honour a physician with the honour due unto hlim for the-
uses which ye may have of him; for the Lord bath created.
him.

2. For of the nost High cometh lealing, and lie shall- receive-
honour of the King.

3. The skill of the physician shall lift .up ls head: and iný
the sight of great men lie shall be in admiration.

4. The Lord hath created medicines- out of the earth; and he-
that is wise will not abhor them.

5. Was not the water made sweet with wood, that the virtue-
thereof might be known?

6. And ho hath given men skill, that he might be honoured
in his narvellous works.

7. With such doth he heal (men), and taketh away their·
pains.

8. Of such doth the apothecary make a confection; and of
his works there is no end ; and froi him is peace over all the-
earth.

9. My son, -in thy sickness be not negligent: but pray unto-
the Lord, "ud he will make thee wIole.

10. -Leave off from sin, and order thine hands aright, and
cleanse thy heart from all wickedness.

11. Give a sweet savor, and a memorial of fine flour; make a
fat offering, as not beinig.

12. Then give place to -the physician, for the Lord bath
created him: let hn not go from thee, for thou hast need of*

13. There is a time when in their hands there is good success.
14. For they shall also pray unto the Lord, that he would:

prosper that which they give for ease and remedy to prolong-
life.
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1.5. He that sinneth before his Maker, let him fall into the
hand of the physician.-Vew York Med·icalt Journal.

Gluttony as Cause of Symptomatic Epilepsy.
Spratling cites a case of epileptie convulsions due to dietetie

errors, a fairly common condition, and one generally amenable
to treatinent. The patients are usuaily middle-aged men, lead-
ing inactive lives and eating and drinking to excess. The pri-
mary cause of the convulsive attaeks in these cases seems to lie,
first, in a weak stoniach and, second, in sone obscure disorder
of inetabolisni. The type of convulsion is usually of the grand
mal variety. The treatmîent consists of the elimination of waste
and toxie products and the prevention of the recurrence of such
products. Put the patient on a low diet, one that is easily di-
gested, insist on absolute regularity in taking food, and going
to bed on an empty stomnach. Cut off all meat for supper and
breakfast, and teach the patient to have a wholesome respect
for cooked fruits, bread and butter, toast, milk, chocolate and
cocoa, eggs, and other such things for supper. If there is a
tendency to constipation, correct it by daily doses of the fluid
extract of cascara, given sone time before breakfast. Stop all
use of alcohol, and if the patient is irritable or nervouis, and if
his attacks show a tendeny to recur under the low dietetie ré-
gime, put, him on.a nerve sedative made up so that each dose
represents ffom 10 to 15 grains of an equivalent of bromide of
potassium. Let the.patient, take as mnuch outdoor life as possible.
fHydrotherapy is of great value.--Med Record, and Jowr. A.
31. A.

Treatment of Sciatica.
Lange describes a niodification of the injection treatment o?

sciatica which has given surprisingly fine results in his hands.
To date lie lias applied it in only Il cases, but the re'sults have
been so favorable that he does not wait for further'confirnation.
In one case a patient during seven weeks of frantic plain had
been able to sleep only under the influence of norphin. Since
a single injection by the technic described he has had no trace
o? the sciatica. One patient w'as a working man w'ho for four
months lad.su ffered from sciatica and atrophy of the leg, and
was only able to limp with a cane. In less than foi ty-eight
hours lie was entirely relieved and walked normally. The re-
sults were -similarly perfect.in 6 cases. Four other patients
were essentially inproved, and theie w-as only one entire failure
in the list. The latter case was distinguislhed by the sudden onset
and severity of the attacks of sciati-pain. The technie consists
in the injection of froin70 to 100 c.c. (21 to 31 fl. oz) of a solution
of 1 per 1,000 beta eucain in 8 per 1,000 sait solution. The needle
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is inserted through the muscle down to the sciatic nerve at its
point of cnergence fron the sacro-sciatie foramen. There is no
pain as the needle passes th'ough the muscle, but the patient
junps the moment the nerve is touched. The pain is instan-
taneously deadened by the eucain injected. The patient is told
not to lie on that side for a few hours. Except for a slightly
painful sense of pressure, the sciatie aflection is banished at one
stroke in sone cases, but a second injection nay be required in
others. Notwithstanding the s-mall aniount of eucain used-
not more blian from .1 to .15 gm. -soinetimes- slight, transient
signs of iAtoxication were inanifested. There was slight nausea
and in one case transient loss of appetite for nearly three days.
Lange also noticed that the taste was dulled for from one to
three hours in some instances. No alarming symptoms of any
kind were apparent in any case. In a few cases ho observed
distinct rise of temperature, never above 38.9 C., with a chill in
one neuïes1thenic subject. He ascribes this temperature to an
aseptie reLètion to the mechanical lesion. He advocates trial
of this method after failure of other measures. Its simplicity
and harmle:sness' commend it for general adoption. The eucain
is probably soon swept away and the permanent >enefit derived
must be due to the changes in the condition of the parts induced
by the injected fluid, similar to the benefit derived fron stretch-
inc the nierve.-Mnchen. med. Woch., and Jour. A. . A.

Diazo R:action in Tuberculosis.
Widstrand has made more than 2,000 examinations of the

urine for the diazo test in 204 consumptives. Forty died in the
hospital, and in 37 of these the diazo reaction was constant.
In the 3 others the elinical diagnosis of pulnonary tuberculosis
was not coniirmed by the autopsy. In the mild or chronically
latent cases the reaction was almost invariably negative. It is
thus valuable for the prognosis and sometimes also for the differ-
entiation. It is especially important when circumstances, such
as frequent hemorrhages, forbid physical investigation. The
positive reaction may turn the seile in favor of the assumption
that the case is too far advanced for hope of a cure.

Hohngren gives excerpts froi the hospital records of 15&
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, the results confirming the pre-
ceding conclusions. He adds that the stronger the reaction the
nearer impendingr death, the interval not longer than fromn six
to eight weeks. Whén'the diizo is distinct but not strong, the
maximal life expectancy can be placed, with great probability,
at tighteen months, thé average at six mQnths. Among the
patients in the third and in the advanced'second stage, who
presented a dubious or negative reaction, only 16 and 9 per
cent., respectively, died wi.thin this average limit. A single
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positive reaction is sufficient for these deductions, and, as the
test is so simple and easy, it should be currently adopted as a
practical and valuable guide to prognosis. It enables those
with a specially unfavorable outlook to be distinguished anong
the advanced cases and their life expectancy to be stated with
greater exactness than by the physical findings alone.-Jour.
A .M.A.

SURGERY.

'N CHARGE OF ED.UND E. KING, GEORGE A. BINGHAM, C. B. SIIUTI.EWoltTil
AND F. W. .IARLOW.

Value of Medicated Clay Poultices.
A. H. Roth, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Jour. A. il. A., April 15),

has investigated the claims and the action of a representative
medicated clay poultice. These preparations, lie states, are
made up of a base of silicate of ammonia and magnesia, to
which various aromaties and antisepties are added, together
vith glycerin to make a pasty mass. It is claimed that tlieir

external application acts as a reflex vasomotor stimulant and
:promotes dialysis through the skin. As the preparations are
non-irritating. the reflex action must be exercised t1hrough the
-heat produced by the warm application, and Roth finds from
-careful experiments that they aie inferior in this iegard to
ordinary warm flaxseed poultices. Experiments on the living
subject showed that the dialyzing power was no more effective
in exciting perspiration than heated gauze pads. There was
no evidence of any osmosis or endoznosis, as was shown by
experiments made -with fresh human skin as a membrane
through which no fluid passed until itlhad becoine waterlogged,
a condition which it is doubtful ever occurs in the living
subject. Roth speaks especially against the -practice of using

.these mixtures in open or septie wounds. Their value in
:acute rheuimatismx and pneumonia is not greater than that of
-older and simpler methods and in .pneumfonia, especially in
children, their weight embarrasses respiration, and the presence
of the clay mixture interferes with the necessary physical
examinations. Their use is a revival of the old poultice
method, for which better substitutes have been found.

Norz.-The above excerpt, taken from the Journal of the
AmericailM, dicalAssociation, in our opinion deals very roughly
with the -medicated clays. We hold no brief for Antiphlogistine,
but it scems to us as if the whole article was written to, in
some way, lessen one's spleen against some one else, and prob-

.ably that was Antiphlogistine. We have used the medicated



clays a great deal, and always with henefit, but we have never
used thein in- open or septic wounds: We have found great
advantage from the use of thein iii acute-and irfùscular rheu ma-
tisin, chronie joint inflammation and other conditions that are
not necessary to enumerate here. The last sentence we do not
agree with at all, because the use of these nedicated clays is
not a revival of the old poultice method that soften or scalded
the cuticle, causing the fornation of small and often large
blisters, and rendering the surface more susceptible to septic
absorption.

We append this note of our own volition, because we believe
it due to the renedy that the article is supposed to condemn.
If the article is as valuable as the space devoted to it would
signify, the writer should have naned the preparation rather
than refer to it as " a representative medicated clay poultice."

E. E. K.

The Radical Cure of Senile Hypertrophy of the Prostate.

Dr. Orville Horwitz, in a paper read before the Northwestern-
Branch of the Philadeiphia County Medical Society, on "The
Radical Cure of Senile Hypertrophy of the Prostate," suni-
inarizes the matter as follows:

1. A routine nethod is not applicable to the treatment of
prostatic hypertrophy; every case is a law unto itself and the
treatment will depend on the various conditions presented in
each individual case.

2. The dangers attendant on the daily catheterism are
greater than those of a radical operation performed at the onset
of the symptoms caused by the obstruction.

3. The proper time to perform a radical operation is reached
as soon as it becomes necessary for a patient to resort to daily
catheterism.

4. The gratifying results obtained by a number of the opera-
tions in many cases demonstrate that the Bottini operation is
one of great surgical value. It is applicable to a large
percentage of cases: which, if properly selected, lias prove.d
to be the safest and best methôd- of relieving an obstruction
caused by prostatic hypertrophy. In those cases in which a
stone in the bladder is associated vith a prostatic enlargement,
litholapaxy may be performed in conjunction with a galvano-
cautery prostatectomy.

5. A complete prostatectomy is justifiable if performed early
before the individual is broken down iii health and secondary
complications have supervened. In early operation the results
are most satisfactory, recovery rapid, the mortality varying
between five per cent. and seven per cent.

6. In a complete prostatectoiny in feeble, elderly patients, with
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long-standing obstruction and secondary complication, the
prognosis is grave and the nortality ranges between fifteen
per cent. and eighteen per cent. If the bladder in these cases
happens to be hopelessly disabled, the results obtained by the
operation are negative. Cases of this description are only
suitable for suprapubie drainage. -

7. In ninety per cent. of ail cases the gland can be readily
renoved by means of a inedian, perineal incision. The perineal
operation recommended by Bryson is considered the operation
of choice.

8. Complete suprapubic prostatectomy is shown to be more
dangerous than the perineal operation for obvious reasons. A
suprapubic prostatectomy is safer if combined with perineal
drainage.

9. Partial suprapubic prostatectomy is indicated in such
cases as wlhere a valve-like lobe exists which interferes with
urination, or where there is a partial hypertrophy of one of
the lobes.

10. A perineal prostatectomy is best suited for those cases
where the enlargement of the lateral lobes lias a tendency to
progress towards the rectum, to obstruet the urethra, or project
hakwardsinto the bladlder.

11. A prostatectony is always attended with more danger
than the Bottini operation, and the convalesceeice is more
prolonged. In suitable cases .be latter operation is therefore
the one of choice.



Editorials.

OBTAINED BY SUPERIOR ABILITY.

"It was a great day in the Fox's cave. The eldest cub liad, the niglit
before, brought home his first goose, and they were sitting down to it as ths
Cat came by.

"Fox," she said, when it was over and the cubs were gone to play, " you
are very clever. The other creatures are all stupid." The Fox bowed.
" Your family were always clever," she continued. " 1 have heard about
then in the books they use in our schoolroom. It is mnany years since your
ancestor stole the crow's dinner."

"Don'tsay 'stole,' Cat, it is not pretty. Obtained by superior ability."
-From Thle Cat's Pilgrimage. Jims ANTuoY FxouiP.

Oppressed with the feeling that lack of time for reading and.
study was going to ruin our practice and render us useless to
our patients, we eagerly snatched the first good book that came
into the editorial sanctum and retired into a quiet corner with
it, as anxious for non-intervention as any dog with a bone ever
was. The book was weliprinted, well bound, and well praised
by the multitude, and we, the editor's most junior assistant,
opened it with enthusiasm. It was the far-famed " American
Year-Book of Medicine and Surgery," edited by Dr. Gould,
with the assistance of twelve other great and good A niericans,
and gotten up by W. B. Saunders & Co. in their best style. It
opened of its own accord at page 433, "Obstetrie Operations."
"Yes," said the junior, and proceeded with reverence to read
within the sacred enclosure of'square brackets, the original
comments of Dr. Gould and his twelve authorities on this
important subjeet. A good, hard,-honest evening's reading, like
the days when the junior wvas only a fourth-year student, is an
enticing prospect.

But not five lines had been read when a sickening doubt of
our own mental state began to trouble our mind. Where had
we read this before ? In vain we stoutly said, "Nonsense'-
Nowhere, of course," and tried again. It would not down.
The harder we tried to read, the more our senses seemed to reel
the more uncertain was our cerebration, the more one part of
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our brain shouted to another, "I have read that somewhere
before." The conflict went on.: for hours, bt sufiice it to say
that the junior emerged froni that conflict atelast with the new
.and shining green American Year-Book in one hand, open at

.page 433, and in the other THE CANADIAN PRACTITIONER for
April, 1904, open at page 196. Word for word, line for line,
letter for letter, comma for comma, there it wasi "Our Views"
begins the PRACTITIONER'S editorial. "Our Views " begins the
page of editorial comments in the Year-Book. True, paragraph
four, referring to our esteemed friend, Dr. Stevenson, of Brad-
ford, Ont. (wlio vill please accept our condolences on so
narrowly missing fane), is onitted, but all the rest is there-
not one jot or tittle wanting.

Truly, this is an example of professional and editorial eti-
quette somewhat rare. Dr. Gould will be sorry. He does not
do things this way. He cannot oversee every detail. But
what of the responsible sub-editor of the section Y

The new and practical and up-to-date definition of stealig,
viz., "obtaining by superior ability," doei nt appeain any
medical dictionary that we have in this office.

This display of "superior ability " is all the more to be
regretted because the stolen page is also oe of the miuany good
pages in the new work on Obstetrics (now in press), by our
-senior editor, Dr. Adam H. Wriglt. from whose pen, of course,
4the PRACTITIONER'S editorial cane.

" In vain we call old notions fudge,
And l>end our conscience to our dealing;

The Ten Coninmandnits will r.ot budge,
And stealing still continues stealing."

-James .1?osscll Loirell.

THE TELEPHONE.

Few people suffer more fron the telephone, its vagaries, its
injustice, and its grasping monopoly than doctors do. All
'success to Sir William Mulock in attetîpting to iend matters.

We do not want two or three rival telephone companies in
Ontario, for we would rather bear the evils that we have than
ily to others that we know not of, and auyone who has lived
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in American cities and been compelled to have two telephones
in his oflice-one belonging to -one company and the other to
its rival-will bear us out in this statement. In Baltimore,
for exampl, the state of things is so bad that most of the
prominent physicians will. not have telephones at aIl, preferring
to retain their sanity. If the Bell Telephone Company is wise
it will meet the public half way. Therà are three chief coin-
plaints at present. ]st. The service costs the subscriber too
nuch. 2nd. The telephone is not answered as well as it slould

'be fron the central office. 3rd. The com.pany takes every
opportunity to compel additional outlay on the part of the
subscri bers.

lst. The ~>st of the service, 840 per annum, to phvsicians,
is excessive. It simply means that the company, as a mîonop-
-oly, is forcing us to pay, not a fair suma, but a rather extortionate
one.

2nd. The answering of telephone calls. Why is it that the
doctor on ringing up his own office is told " Une busv when
the line is noût busy ? This happens to us al. It happened to
the writer the other day in a drug store, and the druggist, an
experienced man, said that he understood the company em-

ployed a "cheap line of operators." A telephone employee, a
patient of the writer, says that a good many girls of fourteen
have replaced older and more experienced operators. lI justice
w-e must add that sone of the central operators are excellent,
and that the nian who coues to see wlhat is wrong when 'No.
1000' lias been rung up, is alimost always competent and civil.
But this does not answer the average telephone call

3rd. A great many of the telèphoiie instrumeiuts in Ontario
are out of date: often the very sane that were put in when
the telephone was i-st invented. If the subscriber complains of
a poor and worn-out instrument he lias no redress, but is coin-
pelled to pay 8-5.0Y ext-ra a yea-r for a proper instrumenIt.
Total, S4 per year. Now, is this fair? What do we pay
-the S40 for if not for a telephone we eau use!

Again, if we need another instrument in the house connected
-with the first, one upstairs, say, and one down stairs, the
telephone monopoly makes us pay 818 or -20 -per year
.ndditional for the rent of the second instrument. Why ? Not
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because it is worth it, but because the company has us in the
ionîopoly prison, and we cannot by any ineans get out thence
until we have paid the uttermost farthing.

Go on, Sir William Mulock; go on and prosper.

ORIGIN OF SYPHILIS.

Aithough the introduction of syphilis among Europeans is
of comparatively rece.nt date, its history is shrouded so mys-
teriously that we can only guess at its origin. Even the
etyiology of the word is obscure. Somle derive it from the
Greek " syn " with, and " philos " love, but there is inucli doubt
about this. The word, as far as can now be learned, was
first used in 15:30 as the title of a poem by Hieronynus
Fracastorius, an Italian physician, and a iman of such great
culture and elegance of latin style that lie alnost mneiited his
epithet of '- The.Divine."

There is a fable that the disease dated from the siege of
Naples (1494), wimn the besieged Spanisli .garrison, comprising
soie of the crew of Columbus, infected the French army, who
in turn rapidly scattered it throughout Europe; hence the coin-
mon name, morbus9 gallicu.is. But the French denied this and
called the disease, morbis -neapoitamnus, after the place of its
birth. Probably both naines show on!y the racial antipathies
of mnd-throwing patriots.

It is interesting to note, in view of soine more modern ideas
of syphilis, that Paracelsus attributed the origin to tie inter-
course of a leper with a prostitute, and that Fallopins inforned
the professional wor)d that the original epidemic of the "French
disease " came from wine, which the Spaniards, in the siege of
Naples, had poisoned with the blood of a leprous soldier. When
the besieging and victorious French took possssion of the city,
they drank freely of the luscious wine, and soon after developed
typical symptoms of venereal discase. Even our own Chan-
cellor, Lord Bacon, averred that in this fanious siege the
French ate human flesh, which had been prepared from men
killed in _Barbary, vhere the people consune large quantities
of fish. And so the theories of the close relationship between
syphilis, leprosy and fish are not at all modern.

2718
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There is no doubt that venereal diseases coutiacted froin
individuals of a remoter race, are more mnaîkedly severe and
much more destructive in their type than those contracted
from persons of the same nationality. The chancres of the
wharf distriets of large.cities are always bad, because the
females of those localities enjoy the continuous patronage of
the foreign sailors and refugees- the dregs of other countries.
And so therc .may be a grain of truth in the fable to which we
referred. It may be tha, syphilis, in a very nild forn, vas
comparatively common all over Europe, but that the fresh
inoculations brought back fromn America, and so freely scattered
about during the siege of Naples, gave a new vigor to the
disease, which attracted the attention of physiciaus, and caused
them to inistake it for a new infection.

THE DOCTOR AND COMMERCIAL INVESTMENTS.

A c"rcular has been sent out recently to a large number of
physicians offering preferred stock in a sanitarium comllpal1y,
in which the promotors say: " We take pleasure in announcing
that our receipts have increased three ties in six years, and
that the daily average for 1904 was 75 people. Owing to the
increased business and from the fact that we are paying good
dividends. the company have decided to subnit to the leading
phvsicians the enclosed offer of preference stock."

In the circular it says: "The directors have decided to issue
150 shares of the company as preference stock, at a par value of
3100 per share, witi a dividend of 7 per cent. per annun, pay-
able half-yearly, sucli dividends to be cumulative. The con-
pany reserves the right to redeem the stock at the end of ten
years at S110 per share and accrued dividends."

This looks like a safe investmeut; we ratier believe it to be
so: the sanitarium company is undoubtedly in a flourishing con-
dition. That they rcquiremoney to enlarge their promises and
extend their business is by no means peculiar, but it does seem
strauge that the company should e:pect physicians, or aiybdy
else, with an eye to business, to subscribe their money on a 7
per cent. accumulative basis, and just w'hen the concern is, or
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should be, Qni a sound paying basis, to be forced to sell the stock
at a premiuti.of-10 per cent. There is no doubt about.it that
the proinotors are selling the stock with a large-sized string on
it, and as such we do not see why physicians should sut-scribe.
If they want this money, and are willing to take subscriptions
at the present time at par value, surely the increased value of
the stock should accrue to the man wlio invested his money
while the venture is on an ordinary.paying basis. This idea of
subscribing for stock to be redeemed at a premium of 10 per
cent. in ten years, is not a fair basis to the subscriber. If the
company fails and does not meet its expectations, the stock is
worth iothing, except whatever the assets may bring, and the
bonds wili likely take the lion's share of these. If the venture
is successful,.then the subseriber must sell it at a paltry 10 per
cent. incrense, or=1 per cent. per.-year. It is true he lias had
good interest on his money, but he inight have been able to have
made a more profitable investnent. It is stated in the applica-
tion for stock, "I further agree to and with the company, that
the said stock so subscribed for and allotted to me by the com-
pany nay, at the option of the company, be redeened at 8110L
per share on the 1st January, 1916."

This places the increased value of -the stock, as we say. at 1
per cent. per year, but if the proposition goes on as it has in the-
past six years, and thesanitarium Company should, as they state
in the first part of their circular, increase " three times in six
years," the value of this stock will be increased at least 50 per
cent., consequently there should be no agreement to sell at $110,
or any fixed sum. If the venture does not .pay, or if the busi-
ness requires:constant reinvestment of capital, the interest may
not be paid year by year, but vill accum>ulate; consequently the
interest is still a first charge. At the saine time it may not be
payable to the stockholder until probably the ten years have
expired. loctors, as a rule, are very poor business men, and a
proposition sueli as this, which holds for themn an accumulating
7 per cent. investment, with a 1 per cent. premium on stock,
inaking it appear to be an 8 per cent. investment, bas a glamor
about it -that is somewlhat attractive to the untrained business
eye. We cnot see, however, how this is such a grand invest-

mentwiththoro-prohse srin atahdt t
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CANADIAN MEDICAL DINNER.IN LQNDON,
ENGLAND.

There is quite a colony of Canadian physicians in London,.
England, and in that colony there is a good-sized party of the.
ex-members of the House Staff of the Toronto General Hospital.
Dr. Donald Arinour, who has been living in England for some-
years, entertained the latter at dinner, April 4th. There were
present in addition to the host, Doctors J. M. Coehrane, Jas. M.
MacCallum, W. J. Malloch, Geo. W. Badgerow, S. H. Weston,
Colin Campbell, E. D. Carder, A. C. Hendrick, H. Lowry, W.
W. Joues, J. R. McCollum, G. W. Ross, A. T. Stanton, G. A.
Schmidt, P. W. Saunders, T. P. Weir, Arthur B. Wright, R. D..
Sproat, A. D. McEachran and Stewart.

We are told by some of the " Boys" who were present that
they spent a very enjoyable evening. Among the toasts pro-
posed by the host, who welcoined his Canadian confreres in a.
very happy speech, were "<The King," "Canada and the
Empire," and the " Toronto General Hospital, coupled with.
the name of its Superintendent, Dr. Chas. O'Reilly."

We are informed by the Toronto Globe that this toast was
responded to by every inan present, and ite result was a tre-
nendous flow of eloquence that lasted so long that there was
no time for any other toasts. The many references to their-
-old chief, Dr. O'Reilly, were of the most pleasant sort.

ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the Ontario Medical
Association will be held June 6, 7, 8, in the west lecture hall of
the New Medical Building of the Taculty of Medicine of the
Toronto University, under the presidency of Dr. Burt, of Paris.

For nany years the meetings occupied two days only. In
the year 1903 there w4s a three days' meeting for the first
tinie, and there -was also a similiir length of time occupied in
1904. This was found so satisfactory ii. both 1903 and 1904,.
that the- onmittee on Papers and Business for this vear have
decided to follow the examples of the officers of the last two.
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years; and it nc5w seems likely that the three days' meeting
has becoine practically a permanency.

Among the invited guests who have promised to attend are:
Doctors A. J. Ochsner and W. B. Pritchard. Dr. Ochsner is
surgeon to St. Augustine Hospital, Chicago, and is recognized
as one of the best elinical teachers of Surgery in the United
States. Dr. Pritchard is a professor in the Post-Graduate
College of New York City, and is well known as an able
neurologist and excellent clinical teacher. These two men are
fairly well known to the profession of Ontario, and are likely
to receive a warm welcome at the meeting.

We are informed by the Secretary that the programme is
nearly completed, but we are also asked to announce, that all
inembers who intend to present papers should· inform the
Secretary. Dr. Chas. P. Lusk, 99 Bloor Street West. Toronto, as
soon as possible.

We have referred in previous issues to the indefatigable
efforts of our President, Dr. Burt, to make this meeting a
success; and, as intinated before, we know of no president who
has worked more faithiully in the interests of the Association.
We- sincerely hope that lie will get what lie richly deserves,
that is, the cordial support of all members of the profession in
Ontario in his efforts to make the coming meeting a success.

Canadian Medical Association.
The thirty-eighth annual meeting of Mie Canadian Medical

Association will be held at Halifax, N.S., August 22nd to 25th,
1905. The General Secretary, Dr. George Elliott, 203 Beverley
Street, Toronto, in his official notice respecting the meeting,
calis attention to the following extracts from the constitution:

Ail papers (and abstracts thereof) should be in the hands of
the Conunittee on Papers and Business at least three weeks
before the date of meeting.

A copy of every address, discourse, or paper read before
the Association shall be handed at once to the General Secre-
tary, and shall become the property of the Association, and
shall be held with the other documents.

Members desiring their papers to appear in any particular
inedical journal shall present a duplicate copy, with the nanme
of the journal marked thereon.

We are glad to know that the physicians of the Canadian
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Medical Association are taking a very active interest in, the
-welfare of that admirable organization which is known as the
Canadian Medical Protectiv'e Association, and are very anxious
that all their merbers should join the latter body. In the
saine connection wek are glad to know that nany local societies
are taking an active interest in this Association, and are
inaking special efforts to secure in the near future as many new
members as possible.

TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL.

STATISTICS FOR MARCH, 1905.

Patients in Hospital, February 28th................. 305
Patients admitted in March.......................... 283
Births in M arch..................................... 20

Total in M arch ............................. 608

Deaths in M arch.................................... 17
Discharged in March (including 130 who had operations

performed during their stay in Hospital.)............ 302
Number in Hospita, iMarch 31st (not including infants). . 26

DEATHs IN MARCH.
Abscess, alveolar, 1; Bright's disease, 1; cancer, arm, 1; cancer,

rectum, 1 ; erysipelas, J ; gunshot wound, 1 ; fracture of skull, 1. ; frac-
ture of ribs, 1; heart disease, 2; miscarriage. 1 ; pneumonia, 1 ; empyema,
1 ; uremia, 1 ; peritonitis, 1 ; stone in kidney, 1 ; nephritis, acute, 1.

During Marci 831 extern patients received advice and medicine at Gen-
eral, and 198 accident cases received first aid at Emergency Branch, 105
Bay Street.
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Dr. R. W. Powell, of Ottawa, visited Toronto, April 12th.
Dr. Edmund E. King expects to sail for England, May 5th.
Dr. Joseph Grahan returned from England to Toronto,

April 3rd.

Dr. El. F. MacKendrick, of Galt, was in town during Horse
Show week.

Dr. W. P. Caven, of Toronto, went to St. Mary's, Ont., April
21st, for a week's holiday.

Dr. Andrew D. Farrell (Trin.'00) lias been appointed Asso-
ciate Coroner for Hastings County.

Dr. W. H. B. Aikins left Vienna for Paris, April 17th, and
expected to reach Toronto about May 6th.

Dr. Geo. McDonagh, after his Mediterranean trip, returned
to Toronto, April 3rd, anrI conimenced practice, April 5th.

Dr. James F. W. Ross left Florida, April lst, returning to
Toronto, April 6th, and resuming bis practice on April 7th.

Dr. W. H. B. Aikins when last heard froni was about to
leave Vienna, and expected to reach Toronto about May 5th.

Dr. Welford, of Woodstock, was slightly injured by the
explosion of an acetylene generator in his house, Narch 17th,
but lias quite recovered.

Drs. Hendrick, Carder and Malloch reached London, Eng-
land, Marci 20th, and will be engaged at post-graduate work
for sonie time in that city.

Dr. Wm. S. Thayer who has been chief assistant to Dr.
Osler for some years in Clinical Medicine, bas been appointed
Professor of Clinical Medicine in the same University.

Dr. Frank S. Nicholson (Trin. '94), Surgeon-Major Nebraska
National Guard, visited bis friends in Toronto early in April,
after completing a post-graduate course in the Army Medical
School, Washington.

The niedical profession of the United States and Canada
gave a banquet in honor of Dr. Osler at the Waldorf-Astoria,
New York, on May 2nd: Dr. Osier expects to leave for
Oxford, May 17th.

Dr. J. P. Russell, of Simcoe Street, lias sold his practice and
residence, and after a brief holiday in Strathroy, will locate in
the .far West. Dr. Russell bas received an appointinent on the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railroad.
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Dr. Emory Lanphear, who for twenty-five years has con-
ducted the editorial work of, and latterly owned, the A merican7
Swrgery ancl aynecology, lias sold the journal to Dr. J. Mac-
)onald, jr.

Dr. Lewellys F. Barker who bas been head of the Depart-
ment of Anatomy for nearly five years at Chicago Univer.,ity,
lias been appointed Professor of Medicine in Johns Hopkins
Uiniversity in the place of Dr. Osler.

Dr. George A. Peter., of Toronto, is slowly recovering from
his attack of la grippe, but does not expect to do any active
surgical work for three or four months. He and his fanily
are at present living on a farm, near London, Ont.

Dr. Osler's inedical friends in Toronto desired to entertain
lii at a dinner before lie left for Oxford. Dr. Osler, how-
ever, hed so many engagements that it was found impossible to
fix a uate iii all respects satisfactory, and the Committee in
charge desired to postpone the event (for, it is hoped, a not very
long period).

Dr. John L Bray, of Chatham, received the honorary degree
of LL.D. from Queen's University, Kingston, at the recent Con-
vocation. Dr. Bray is one of the most progressive physicians
in Canada, and lias taken an active interest in higher medical
education ; is a Past-President of the Canadian Medical Associ-
ation, and also a Past-President of the Ontario Medical Council,
of which le has been a meinber for twent-y-five years. Con-
gratulations!

Dr. J. MacDonald, jr, who for the past fourteen years has
been manager and nmanaging editor of the International Jour-
nal of Swrgery, lias severed his connection vith that journal,.
and bas purchased American. Surgery wmd Gynecology, pub-
lished in St. Louis. Fe has associated with him as contributory
editors, Robt. T. Morris, Professor of Surgery, N. Y. Post-
Graduate School; Howard Lilienthal, Visiting Surgeon Mount
Sinai Hospital, N.Y.; J. P. Tuttle, Professor Rectal Diseases,
N. Y. Polyclinie; Jas. T. McKernani, Professor Nose and Throat,.
N. Y. Post-Graduate School ; Samuel G. Gant, Professor Rectal
Diseases, N. Y. Post-Gradiate Sehool; Augustin H. Goelet,
Professor Gynecology, N. Y. Clinical School of Medicine; C.
Wendell Phillips, Professor Diseases of the Ear, N. Y. Post-
Graduate School; Ferdinand C. Valentine, New York, and
has changed the name to The American Journal of Swrqery.
We wish Dr. MacDonald all success, and we have no doubt but,
that in his new sphere lie will bring The A merican JoutrnaC
of Surgery to a very high standard.
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J. A. KELLY, M. D.

Dr. Kelly, of Durham, Ont., died in South Omaha, Mareb 9th.
He graduated M.D. froin McGill Tniversity in 1887.

JOHN A. NELLES, M.D.

Dr. Nelles was one of the oldest practitioners of Ontario. He
died at his home in London, March 25th, aged 78. Apoplexy
is said to have been the cause of death. ]He graduated M.D.
froim McGill University in 1850.

WILLIAM HENRY JOHNSON, M.D.

Dr. W. H. Johnson, a practitioner in Fcrgus for many years,
died at his old home in Eramosa Township, April 18th, aged
-60. He graduated M.D. froin the University of Victoria Col-
lege in 1b73. Althougli engaged in a laborious practice he was
an active public citizen, being Surgeon-Major of the 30th Bat-
talion, President of the Hoi.ticultural Society, and Secretary of
the Public Library Board.

JOHN HERALD, M.A., M.D.

Dr. Herald, of Kingston, Ont., died April 12th, in the Toronto
General Hospital. Abdominal section liad been performed on
the previous day, and a large number of gall-stones were re-
mnoved. He never rallied after the operation, and died in about
twenty-four hours from pulhnonary thrombosis.

Dr. Herald was educated at Queen's University, Kingston,
and became B.A. in 1876, M.A. in 1880 and M1.D. in 1884, and
was subsequently appointed a member of tie staff of that
institution. He was also for some years a nemnber of the
.governing body of the University, and was for several years
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics in the Medical
Faculty. He took an active part in public matters, and was at
one time Mayor of the city of Kingston. He always took a
very great interest in higier medical education in Canada. His
,death is a severe loss for Queen's University, the city of King-
ston, and also the Dominion of Canada.
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Chemical and Nicroscopical Diagnosis. .BY FRANcIS CARTER WOOn, 1. D.-
Adjunct Professor of Clinical Pathology, College of Physicians and Sur-
geons, Columbia University, New York; Pathologist to St Luke's
lospital, Noew Ycrk. With one hundred and eighty-eight illustrations in.

the text and nine eolored plates. Cloth, $5.00; Half Leather, $5.50.
New York and London : D. Appleton & Company. Toronto : Morang &
Conpany.

The up-to-date practitioner of the pre.sent day is distinguished
from his predecessor of twenty years ago by the fact that he
applies the results of modern researches on the blood, sputum,
urine, and other secretions and exeretions of the body to the
solution of his problems of diagnosis. Just inasmuch as lie
uses these methods intelligently and carefully is he superior to
other practitioners who employ only the older means of physical:
diagnosis.

It has been shown that a considerable number of cases which
were supposed to have typhoid fever, with rapid and progres- -
sive anemia, iad an entirely different disease, acute lymphatic
leukemia, a diagnosis of which can be made only by an ex-
amination of the blood. Again, an operation is occasionally
perforned for the rernoval of tumors of the abdominal cavity,
when, if the blood had been exanined, the patient would not,
have been subjected to the shock and danger of an operatiQu..
Such patients niay be the subjects of myelogenous leukemia,.
and an operation under these conditions is unjustifiable. Again,
the question of testing for albumin in the urine, is of the greatest
importance in connection with the question of life insurance,_
and also with the probleni of early diagnosis of chronic nepli-
ritis at a stage at which the disease can be improved by treat-
ment.

So, too, the identification of the diflerent sugars in the urine,
upon which special stress has been laid, enables the practitioner
to distinguish between true diabetes and the alimentary mel-
liturias, the latter being of importance from a dietary point of
view, but not of bad prognostic inport.

The study of sputum inay enatle the practitioner who eni-
ploys suitable staining methods to diagnose tuberculosis before
changes in the lungs suflicient to give rise to physical signs
miake their appearance, and thus the patient gains six months
or a vear at a period when climatic treatment is most useful.

The diagnosis of carcinoma of the stomach is often impossible
by the ordinary means employed in physical diagnosis. An-
alysis of the gastrie juice, however, frequently enables the sur-
geon to obtain such strong diagnostic hints of the 2ondition in-
vo'ving the stoiach that an operation is warranted. Such.
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operations are the only successful ones, for when a tuinor can
be palpated the patient is beyond the reach of a radical cure.

The new text-book by Prof. Francis Carter Wood. of Columbia
University, lias been prepared with sp'ecial attention .o the
needs of the practical clinician. It is the result of a good nuny
years of teaching and laboratory work in Columbia and in one
of the largest hospitals in New York City.

The section on the exainination of the bloodwhich is one
the most difficult for the practitioner to master. without direct
laboratory teaching, lias been made especially full, and, owing
to the liberality of the publishers, a series of light-colored plates
lias been introduced into the text, the drawings being made by
-the author direct]y from the specimens as stained for routine
examination. The practitioner, therefore, has an atLas of the

*diseases of the blood, such as is given in no other pu.blished
work. Besides these, the text has been enbellished with num-
erous photographs of blood, taken from various diseases in which
the norphological findings are ncst important. The practi-
tiorer sees before him the exact picture which lie would see
through the microscope, the plates being entirely untouched and
representing naturally the exact conditions which they are in-
tended to illustrate. Great stress is laid upon the practical de-
tails of blood counting, estimation of hemoglobin and also on
the testing of blood stains for the various blood pigments. while
throughout the book the various tests for blood in the diffferent
-excretions have been carefully amplified, with special directions
for stomach contents and feces. Wood's Chemical and Micro-
scopical Diagnosis devotes a very considerable space to the dis-
cussion of the blood findings in disease. The different aneinias
:are classified and the morphological changes which are found
are discussed in detail. Special stress is laid upon the changes
in the blood in surgical conditions, in anemia in children, and.
in the obscure types of blood diseases intermediate between
aineriia and leukemia.

The section on Parasites is very fully illustrated and is thor-
-oughly up to date, many illustrations being from photograplis
and drawings of specimens in the author's collection.

Under Sputum we may call attention to the completeness
with which the methods of demonstration of the tubercle bacil-
lus under various conditions are emphabized and described.

The chapter on Urine is one of the largest in the book, and
conthins much that is new and not to be found in other text-
books of clinical diagnosis. The needs of the practitioner are
eonsulted. An especial feature is the introduction of a number
of pages giving the reaction of drugs when they appear in the
urine. The reactions of iodine in the urine are also given in
full and likewise those for nercury, the detection of the latter
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being e-specially important in connection witlh the treatment of
sYphilis.

Casts and crystals in the urine are illustrated by many photo-
graphs, as are the various other deposits-found in that fluid.

A section is devoted to the results of recent methods of de-
termining the functional efficicncy of the kidneys fron the point
of view of surgical diagnosis. The only text-book which treats
this subject fully is one translated from the German and now
sone four years old. The advances in these four years are fully
presented by the writer.

Recent progress in infant feeding was la.rgely developed-, by
the study and analysis of the relation of human and cow milk.
The methods of analysis of both fluids are fully given.

An appendix lias been added containing full directions for
the making of staining fluids, the care and purchase of appar-
atus, the necessary reagents, the preparation of normal solutions,
the clcaring of slides and cover glasses and the renioving of
dyes fron the hands, thus completing a very practical book.

Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat Nursing. By A. EDwARD DAVIs, A..M., N ... , Pro-
fessor of Diseases of the Eye in the New York Post-Graduate Medical
School and Hospital, and BEAMAN DoUGLASS, M.D., Professor of Diseases
of the Nose and Throat in the New York Post-Gra luate Mledical Schoul
and 1Hospital. Withi 32 illustrations. Pages xvi-318. Size, 5.ýx7j
inclies. Extra cloth. Price, $1.25 net. Phila.elphia: F. A. Davis-Comn-
pany, Publishers, 1914-16 Cherry Street.

This is a book which should be in the hands of all who have,
or nay have, to nurse a case of eye, ear, nose or throat trouble.
It should be carefully read and studied from cover to cover.
Not only would nurses find it invaluable, but students and
general practitioners as well. For, away from the large centres,
the family physician often has not only to operate, but to give
full directions to the nurse as well. The book covers the
ground fully, its directions are clear and practical, and it gives
a mass of information difficult to obtain in any other way.

Malformations of the Genital. Organs of Woman. B CAs. DEBiERRE, Profes-
sor of Anatonv in the Medical Facultv at Lille. Witlh 85 illustrations.
Trauslated by J. IEiNIv C. Si1s, M.b., Emeritus Professor of -Genito-
Urinary and Venereal Discases in the Philadelphia Polyclinic. Philadelpi, .
P. Blakiston's Son & Company, 1012 Walnut Street. 1905. Price,
SI.50net.

This is an admirable little book, containing in the early
chapters a full account of the anatomy and development of the
genital organs, while -the later chapters contain minute dce-
scriptions of the various malformations and anomalies of the
same. The translation, which has been made by J. Henry C.
Simes, oF Philadelphia, with the consent of Dr. Debierre, the
.author, is in all respects satisfactory.
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Modern Clinical Medicine.

D. Appleton & Company expect to publish at short intervals.
a translation of "Die Deutsche Klinik," a publication which is.
being brought out in parts in the Gerian language. The
articles upon the various diseases have been written by the
inost eininent men in Germany. Professors Leyden and
Kleinperer are the editors of the German work, and the articles
are written by such well-known authorities as Leube, Ewald,
Boas, Baginsky, Liebermeister, Eichhorst, Strumpell, Jurgenes,
Ehrlich, Grawitz, Binz, Nothnagel, Gerhardt, Loefier, Kraflt-
Ebing, Hoffa, Ortner, Kaposi, and many others whose nanies
are as familiar to you a-s the above-mentioned.

It is the plan to publish this work in several volumes, the
entire work to be translated and edited under the general
supersion of Dr. Julius L. Salinger, of Philadelphia, Pa. Each
volume in the series will have a special editor.

The first volume of " Modern Clinical Medicine," "Infectious
Diseases," will be published on the .3rd of May, 1905. This.
volume will be edited, with annotations, by Dr. J. C. Wilson,
Professor of Medicine, at the Jefferson Medical College, Phila-
delphia, Pa. The second volume, which will appear shortly
after the first, will consist of " Consti.tutional Diseases and
Diseases of the Blood."

The Eye, Mind, Energy and Matter. BY CU.%LMEs PRENTTCE, 3)., Cicago.
Published by the Author.

This is an original book. Its basic idea is the relief of
eye-strain. ]H[iling fromn the West, one expects to find in it
advanced ideas. Sone of the ideas are so far in advance of
what'is generally held that nany will not accept thein. For
instance, eye-strain is indicated as a cause for diabetes. In
fevers, the author clainis to be able always to lower the
temperature by proper glasses. By relieving brain-strain, it
would seema that lie can prevent inany cases of heart
failure and apoplexy. He claims to benefit consuinptives-
and lie can positively cure drunkenness, his words being " the
latest discovery of its cure by the use of eye-glasses." It will
be news, also, to most anatomists, that the centre for con-
vergence of the eyes is 'in the 3rd ventricle" (page 27).

Morang & Co., Toronto, announce a new work on Obstetrics,
by Dr. Adam IL Wright, Professor of Obstetries, University of
Toronto.
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THE TREATMENT OF MENSTRUAL DISORDERS
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE To CASES IN WO.MEN SUFFERING,

FROM MENTAL DISEASES.

r Oltoi E s. wAI.Izn. 1.D., ST.ws•ros, V.%.
·'irst Assistant, Physician in charge of Feimale DepartIent. Western State Ilospital,

Stannton, Va., etc.

The connection between disorders of menstruation and dis-
orders of the brain and nervous system has long been an
established fact. The dependence of the psychic functions of
women upon the menstrual function, the efflects of the meno-
pause upon nentality, are ail subjects that have received the
attention of clinicians for nany years. It is a well-known fact,
correlated to the peculiar connection between the mind and
sexual apparatus, that anenorrhea is not infrequently met'
with in the insane. The probleni as to how to treat insanity is
one of the nost difdicuit in therapeuties; and in the modern
conception of this treatment all agents that tend directly or
indirectly to further the equilibration. of the mental functions
have a legitimate place.

One of the most difficult phases of this problem is the treat-
ment of the inenstrual disorders in insane women, and the
importance of correcting any such. disorders in this class of
patients is realixed by al who are aware of the fact noted by
mnnerous clinicians, that the improvenent of the menstrual
function leads to a, marked anelioration in. the mentality of
these patients in very many instances.

In an institution like the hospital with which 1 an con-
nected, w'e naturally cone face to face frequently enough with
the question of treating the anenorrhea that is noted as an
accompaniment of mental disease, and for a long t-ime I bave
been experimenting vith various. therapeutic agents recom-
mended for tie treatment of menstrual disorders without
obtaining perfectsatisfaction from any, until I tried the method
of treatient which I an about to describe.

What I was looking for was a safe P;nd efficient emmenagogue,
which gave positive results in cases of amenorrhea, dysmenor-
rhea, and suppressed menstruation, witliout either exciting or-
depressing the patient, without causing any disturbances on
the part of the digestive tract, or the urinary tract, such as are
met with in the use of most of the renedies classed. as emmnen-
agogues. -
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I knew that Apiol, the active principle of Apium petrose-
linxum, Linne (Parsley), was a substance tliat lad been long
known to possess mîarked emmenagogue properties, but that
had not been used extensively in this country on account of
certain after-effects connected with its administration. On
investigation, I found that Apiol was first isolated by Joret-
and Homolle in 18.55, and was at first recomnended for malaria,
as a substitute for that specific of specifis-quinine. Later its
emmenagogue virtues became known, but it found far less
favor in this country than in France, the Americau physicians
being especially prone to reject any renedy that bas disagreeable
after-eflects. Apiol seemed to me the ideal enmenagogue, and
I was even tempted to try it, although I had some fears about
the effects of its irritant action, when I came across a stateient
in aun article on the subject, to the effect that the Apiol of the
market, no matter wlere purchased, wvas full of a series of
imupurities, and that the bad after-effects of this drug were due
to these impure eleients.

The ordinary Apiol of commerce, it seemued, wvas simply a
mixture o, impure principles obtained fromn parsley by extrac-
tion. The question was, therefore, to obtain a preparation
of Apiol without the impurities that do the harinful work
of the ordinary preparation. A number of chemists in
various countries have tried to purify Apiol with vary-
ing success, but finally, within the last few years, a
pure product was obtained. It seems that the preparation
vhich contains the purest product obtainable, wvhich vas

prepared by the new process inentioned, is a pharmuaceutical
compound known as Ergo.Apiol (Smith). Seeking, as I
said, a preparation of Apiol which would give satisfactory
results in amenorrhea, dysienorrhea, and suppressed mnenstrua-
tion, especilly in the insane, and that would not produce any
undesirable after-effects, I deteriined to try Ergo-Apiol
(Smith). a liquid substance dispensed in gelatin capsules, which
contains the pure Apiol described above, and in addition a
combination of eïnmmenagogues that immnediately appealed to me
as calculated to enhance the efliciency of the whole remedy,
namely, ergot of rye, oil of savin and aloin.

I selected a series of cases in the hospital, each of which was
characterized by a more or less pronounced inenstrual disorder
of some standing, and administered no other niedication for the
treatmnent of the disordered menstruation than Ergo-Apiol. I
cite, in illustration, three cases in which the remedy in question

vas employed. They are only examples of tie experience I
lad -with it

CS.: L-Miss V. F. Aged twenty-one years. 'Was admnitted
June, 1901. She said that she had not imenstruated for a year.
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and attributed her suffering in body and mind to this fact.
She was despondent, and .on the verge of committing suicide.
The reflex efiorts of the uterine disturbance were also mani-
fested by the derangement of funetion in nearly all the organs·
There was entire loss of appetite and a practical cessation of
digestion, accompanied by pain after cating. In October, 1901,
1 began to give lier two capsules of Ergo-Apiol (Smith) three
times a day until after ber expected periods, without any effect,
During the month of Novenber I gave lier two capsules three
times a day, and continued the treatnent until December 12th,
1901, wlhenî ber menstruation returned in a perfectly normal
inanner. No unpleasant after-effects whatever were noted at
any tinie during this treatment. She imiproved both mentally
and physically during the time of taking this emmenagogue,
and lier condition was so remarkablv amneliorated that she was
discharged cured when the mensti-al function had been re-
established.

CASE 1.-Miss M. B. S. Aged tw'enty-four years. Has
been suffering from ameniorrhea for a year, which persisted in
spite of all trcatment. She was ngelancholv, aud had a verv
poor appetite and other disturbanices due to lier suppressed
menstruation. In November, 1901, I began giving her two
capsules of lrgo-Apiol (Smith) three times a day. I continued
this treatient without any appreciable effect, except that ithe
patient seened to feel more comfortable, and at times during
the month she experienced the subjective sensationsaccompany-
ing the onset of menstruation. Finally, her menses returned on
April 21st, 1902. The menstruation was perfectly normal.
One week before the next succeeding period I gave lier two
capsules of Ergo-Apiol (Smith) three times a day. and when
the time camie for the onset of the flow it appeared in. a normal
manner. The remiedy was continued in doses of one capsule
three times a day while the flow lasted. Since the re-establish-
ment of lier normal function the patient lias ga.ined both ientaliy
and physically, and regained her mental balance and lier usual
eleerfulnîess, sothat she was dischargred cured.

CASE I1I.--Miss L. D. O. Aged fifteen years. A girl of
fine physique, who had first mnenstruated at the age of nine
vers, but always very irregularly. The menstruation dis-
appeared for a year and -then returned. When admîitted she
was very irregular with a seanty flow tha.t lasted but one day,
and was accompanied by severe pain in tie lead, loins and
pelvis A week before lier expected period in January, 1u02, I
began giving lier one capsule of Ergo-Apiol (Smith) tlree tines
a dav. At the end o' one week her ienstruation returined,and
lasted four days, the flow being normal in amîount and
accompanied by very little pain. The sane treatment was
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pursued in February, with similar good results, and from that.
time on the function vas fully established and remained so.
There was a nmarked improvement in both physical and mental
condition, and she was discharged from the hospital cured.

From nmy experience with Ergo-Apiol (Smith) and froin the
experience of a number of other observers, wlose findings are
published in the literature of the past few years, this remuedy
represents an emmenagogue of the highest type of efficiency
combined with the inestimable advantages of safety, tru-t-
worthiness and absence of any unpleasant after-eflects. It is
probable that Ergo-Apiol owes its efliciency to the particular
type of Apiol that it contains, the pure produet from which all
irritaiing and injurious impurities have been remnoved. But it
is unquestionably also the accessory remnedies, whichi enter into
the conibination that contribute to the efficiency of the whole.
Ergo.-Apiol was easily and agreeably taken by all the patients
to whom I administered it, and in no case was there any nausea,
eructation, or any other zastric disturbance. Unilike mort other

mneummeagogues, it requires only small doses continued for a
comparatively short time tobring about the desired therapelitie
effects. Ergo-Apiol (Snith) bas not only a stimulating effect
unon the menstrual function in amenorrhea, but also a tonie
effect upon the muscle fibres of the uterus, for after it has been
administered for a few nontlhs, the uLerus is almost always able
to resume its function without any further aid f rom external
sources.

In conclusion, I may note the fact that the treatment of
amnenorrhea in the insane is always a matter of greater difficuilty
than in persons with normal minds, and that a remedy that
produces perfect therapeutic results, such as I have noted with
Ergo-Apiol (Smith) in insane women, niay be expected to per-
form the saine services even more promptly in the average case
of amienorhea as met with in ordinary fanmily practice. This
is proved conclusively in the numerouls cases reported by various
observers who emnployed Ergo-Apiol (Smith) in menstrual dis-
orders, and a partial list of wlhose publications appear in the
annexed bibliography. Ergo-Apio1 in the shape of capsules
adninistered three times daily in doses of one or two, beginning
a little before the expected menses, and. continuing through
the period, bas proven the mnost efficient, prompt, safe and
pleasant cmmeuagogue that I have ever employed. My experi-
ence .with the drug was such as tg lead me to al pt it as a.
routine treatment in amienorrhea.
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